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OVERVIEW

THE
INTERNATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY
International e-commerce is
already big, and many companies
see it as an important source
of growth
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Many consumers around the world are
shopping on retail websites outside
their home countries, looking for goods
they can’t find at home, better prices
or products they trust. Retailers and
brands increasingly are seeking to
serve these global shoppers, and the
prospects for growing sales and profits
from international e-commerce have
never been greater.
Already, 72 of the Top 1000 retailers in
North America by online sales operate
websites outside of the United States
and Canada, according to Internet
Retailer research. And those sites
account for more than 23% of their web
sales.
That number, however, is skewed by
leading e-retailer Amazon.com Inc.,
which operates 12 non-U.S. e-commerce
sites outside of the U.S. and Canada,
nine of them with online marketplaces
where other merchants and brands
can sell. Amazon generates nearly half
of its retail-related revenue outside of

North America and accounts for 70%
of U.S. Top 1000 retailers’ international
sales. But, even without Amazon, other
U.S. Top 1000 e-retailers generate
$28.5 billion in annual web sales from
outside of North America, nearly 9% of
their web sales.
Top 1000 retailers also are increasingly
reaching global shoppers via web
marketplaces, not only those operated
by Amazon and eBay Inc., but also such
shopping sites as JD.com and Alibaba’s
Tmall in China, as well as Mercado Libre
in Latin America.
And the most common way that North
America’s top online retailers serve
global consumers is simply by taking
their orders on the retailers’ primary
websites and shipping merchandise
abroad. Nearly half of the Top 1000
fulfill orders to consumers in such
major European markets as the United
Kingdom and Germany, and more than
a third to such countries as China,
Russia and Mexico.

GLOBAL IMPACT

Share of U.S. Top 1000 retailers’ web sales
outside of North America
Amazon

48.8%

Rest of Top 1000

8.8%

Source: Internet Retailer. Excludes sales in U.S. and Canada
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‘A critical source of growth’
That doesn’t mean international e-commerce is
easy, as demonstrated by the results of a 2018
survey of 111 retailers and brands by e-commerce
publication Internet Retailer and the Global
E-Commerce Leaders Forum, an organization
dedicated to helping retailers and brands sell
internationally via e-commerce.
Survey respondents pointed to such hurdles as
regulations that vary by country on product safety,
marketing practices, customs and taxes. Language,
customer service and fulfillment all present
challenges, they say. And there is a relatively new
factor: More governments are tightening customs
regulations or introducing new fees as they
see more parcels arriving for their citizens from
international websites.
Despite these hurdles, among those engaged in
international e-commerce nearly 48% reported
2017 growth in overseas web sales of at least 15%.
And while 4% called e-commerce beyond their
home countries not worth the effort and nearly
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13% said the path to profitability appeared too
long, 80% of respondents called international
e-commerce “a critical source of our e-commerce
growth in the future.”
Notably, in a separate question, 78% called
international online sales “suitable for us
because we have many international customers
and followers of our brand and products.” That
underscores that the retailers and brands likely
to have the most success selling globally are
those many online shoppers already know or
are finding through search engines or social
media. Global e-commerce leaders tell GELF’s
researchers that they are broadening their use of
“discovery” tools like search and social to include
messaging platforms like WeChat to connect with
international consumers.
The survey sample was not scientific and
likely skewed toward companies investing in
international online sales, given that 80% of
survey respondents say they sell online outside of
their own market while only about half of Top 1000
retailers do so. Even with that tilt toward global,

©Copyright 2018 Internet Retailer® (a Digital Commerce 360 brand) & Vertical Web Media LLC. All rights reserved. Data as of July 2018.

HOW COMPANIES VIEW
INTERNATIONAL E-COMMERCE

Percentage of respondents who agree or strongly agree with
each of the following statements: International e-commerce is...
A critical source of our e-commerce
growth in the future

80.0%

Too complex and not worth
the effort and resources

3.6%

Too risky due to fraud, counterfeit products,
political risks and other aspects largely
beyond our control

9.1%

Too long of a financial payback or
path to profitability

12.7%

Suitable for us because we have many
international customers and followers of
our brand and products

78.2%

Source: Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey, April-June 2018
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however, many report relatively modest overseas
online sales: 53% of respondents say international
revenue represents less than 10% of their total
e-commerce sales.
That suggests many companies are still at an early
stage in marketing to global online shoppers.
In fact, 54% of survey respondents have been
engaged in international e-commerce for less than
five years.
While it is still early days for international
e-commerce, many North American retailers and
brands report that selling globally via the internet
is easier than ever. Among the factors opening the
door to international web sales are the growth of
online marketplaces that provide an avenue to
reach millions of shoppers, improved services from
vendors for handling everything from customs
clearance to fulfillment and the growing comfort
among shoppers the world over in shopping
online.

6

What’s in this report
The opportunities to reach a global consumer
audience prompted Internet Retailer and the
Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum to join forces
to produce this inaugural report on international
e-commerce.

BRAND RECOGNITION OFFERS AN EDGE

On a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is “totally disagree” and 5 is “totally
agree” respondents rated their opinion of the following statement:
International e-commerce is suitable for us because we have many
international customers and followers of our brand and products.

Totally disagree 3.6%
Disagree 3.6%

The report draws on three sources of exclusive
information:
l

Internet Retailer data on the international sales
of North America’s Top 1000 retailers, including
for the first time estimates of online sales for
each of these retailers’ international websites.

l

The survey of 111 retailers and brands about
their experiences in international e-commerce,
of whom just over two-thirds were from North
America.

l

Interviews with more than a dozen retailers,
brands and e-commerce experts, most of them
from U.S. companies.

©Copyright 2018 Internet Retailer® (a Digital Commerce 360 brand) & Vertical Web Media LLC. All rights reserved. Data as of July 2018.

Neutral 14.6%
Agree 41.8%
Totally agree 36.7%
Source: Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey, April-June 2018.
Percentages exceed 100% because of rounding.
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The report discusses three main ways companies
reach global online shoppers:
l

Technology and service providers are better
equipped than ever to help online retailers
manage such challenges as fulfillment,
customs, customer service and translation.

l

Even with the improved services available to
online retailers, retailers and brands need a
digitally savvy internal team to work effectively
with service and technology providers and their
local e-commerce teams in-region, to optimize
strategies based on a company’s products and
local market demand.

By accepting international orders on their
primary websites

l

By selling through online marketplaces

l

By operating localized e-commerce sites in
other countries

Our principal conclusions include:
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l

l

International e-commerce is a bigger
opportunity for some retailers and brands than
others. Those with the best prospects have a
well-known brand, unique product or sell highmargin goods that are not prone to damage in
transit.

l

The explosion of shopping on online
marketplaces, and the expansion of services
that marketplace operators offer sellers,
make these shopping portals an increasingly
attractive way to reach global consumers.

The internet puts billions of online shoppers
within reach of retailers and brands. This report
will provide concrete examples of how many
companies are successfully reaching shoppers in
other countries via e-commerce.

©Copyright 2018 Internet Retailer® (a Digital Commerce 360 brand) & Vertical Web Media LLC. All rights reserved. Data as of July 2018.

493
Number of Top 1000 retailers
shipping to consumers outside of
the United States and Canada.

SPONSORED ARTICLE
Why should a North American e-retailer reach out to
global markets?

An executive
conversation with
Cynthia Hollen,
eShopWorld
President, U.S.

There is huge demand for North American brands from shoppers
around the world. Smart retailers are realizing that selling directly
to hundreds of millions of new customers in other countries who
already know and love their brands can be a powerful addition to
their strategic growth plans. As pressure builds to grow domestic
e-commerce sales by even 10%, many e-commerce merchants see
more than 75% growth in global revenues in their first year, having
optimized for global expansion. And it is an expansion that will only
increase revenues each year.
Which overseas e-commerce markets are most and
least receptive to U.S. brands?

That depends a lot on the on a brand’s existing global presence and
the kinds of products it sells. For instance, we find that the mostknown U.S. brands in the fashion and apparel space get almost 95%
of global revenue from the top 30 markets. Some brands get a much
bigger impact from expansion in European markets, and some really
benefit from filling a market void in Middle Eastern markets.
Canada is a great global expansion market for retailers seeking to get
quick results. Market demand, logistics, language and proximity make
Canada a place where American brands easily launch a fully integrated,
seamless e-commerce experience, and then roll it out in additional
countries, market by market. UK and Australia are large markets for US
brands, with Germany, Japan, Korea and Russia close behind. US luxury
products especially sell well in Asia and the Middle East.

The top 10 global markets span North America, Europe, Asia and
Australia and dominate the attention of most new expansions. But
targeting all of the top 30 markets can capture 95% of a brand’s global
demand.
What are some of the interesting quirks North
American e-retailers might encounter in non-U.S.
e-commerce markets?

Asking someone for a ZIP code outside of the U.S. or asking them to pay
with a US credit card will surely turn off customers. But there are less
obvious things that retailers might not think of. In Russia, for example, the
duty must be collected in person upon delivery, so collecting it at checkout would result in a double payment or the need to issue a refund. In
Saudi Arabia, a cross-body bag in a camouflage print will be refused entry
because camouflage products are forbidden, as are products with labels
deemed to be too risqué. In India, offering a collect-on-delivery option
incorrectly may have unexpected delivery refusals when customers try on
the product before deciding to accept it.
Are there certain product categories that work best
for North American e-retailers that sell overseas? If so,
what are they?

North American apparel, footwear, accessories, and cosmetics are
some of the hottest in global markets. Also, British shoppers buy over
$17 billion per year online in toys and hobby products and European
Union shoppers overall buy electronics and digital content at almost the
same pace as they do fashion. But there are niche markets that stand
out. In markets where American cars are in demand, automotive parts
and after-market accessories are sought after e-commerce imports.

INTERNATIONAL
SALES

INTERNATIONAL
E-COMMERCE
SALES BY THE
NUMBERS
How much is international
e-commerce growing? Which
regions are retailers prioritizing?

North American e-commerce players are
expanding their global sales. Examples
include:
l

l

l
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Amazon launching a web store in
Australia in December 2017, its 13th
outside the U.S. Amazon.au is one
of 10 Amazon non-U.S. sites that
operate marketplaces where other
retailers and brands can sell. In April
2018, the big e-retailer also updated
its mobile app with an international
mode that lets consumers shop
in five languages and pay with 25
currencies.
Wayfair Inc., the fast-growing home
goods online retailer, has launched
websites in recent years in Canada,
the United Kingdom and Germany.
Those sites generated $203 million in
sales in the first quarter of 2018, or
14.5% of the company’s net revenue,
up from 10.7% a year earlier.
Benefit Cosmetics LLC, the San
Francisco-based unit of French

luxury conglomerate LVMH, has
expanded to 42 global e-commerce
sites that let consumers shop in their
own languages and pay with local
currencies. The cosmetics brand says
it has nearly doubled the number of
consumers it interacts with online in
the last two years since expanding
internationally.
l

Walmart Inc. in May 2018 paid
$16 billion to acquire a 77% stake
in Flipkart Group, operator of
India’s leading online retailer and
marketplace. That puts Walmart into
competition with Flipkart’s biggest
rival, Amazon, which has pledged
to invest $5 billion in India. While
Amazon hasn’t disclosed sales for its
India site, Internet Retailer estimates
consumers purchased $10.3 billion
worth of goods on Amazon.in in 2017.

These moves underscore the allure
of international e-commerce, which
already represents big business for
Top 1000 retailers. 72 retailers in the
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Top 1000 operate a total of 295 country-specific
e-commerce sites outside of the U.S. and Canada
that together booked $109.9 billion in sales in
2017.
Most of those sales took place on Amazon’s
international sites, which, counting Amazon’s
Canada site, accounted for $76.2 billion in revenue
by Internet Retailer’s estimate. That’s just over
half of Amazon’s retail-related 2017 revenue
(sales of goods by Amazon itself plus commission
from marketplace sellers). Not counting Canada,
Amazon’s international sales totaled $73.2 billion,
by Internet Retailer’s estimates, or 48.8% of its
retail-related revenue. (Amazon does not break
out sales by country.)
The international sites operated by U.S. Top

1000 retailers other than Amazon also generated
significant sales: $36.7 billion outside of the U.S.
and Canada, by Internet Retailer’s estimates,
or 10.2% of the 2017 online revenue of the 999
U.S.-based Top 1000 retailers other than Amazon.
For all U.S. Top 1000 e-retailers, including Amazon,
Europe led the way with 118 country-specific sites
that produced $47.4 billion in revenue, followed
by Asia-Pacific with 63 sites and $49.9 billion in
sales. Outside of the United States, U.S. Top 1000
retailers operated the largest number of sites in
Canada (33), followed by the United Kingdom (32)
and Germany (17). However, Japan led in 2017
sales, followed by Germany, the UK and China.
Some retailers and brands are far more reliant
on international e-commerce sales than others,

North America’s Top 1000 online retailers operate
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TOP 10 COUNTRIES FOR
INTERNATIONAL ONLINE SALES

Countries ranked by U.S. Top 1000 retailers’
revenue in each market, with number of
URLs for each country
Country

No. of URLs

Japan

14

Germany

17

United Kingdom

32

China

7

India

1

Canada

33

France

12

Italy

8

Spain

8

Mexico

9
Source: Internet Retailer

country-specific e-commerce sites in Europe.
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suggests the Internet Retailer/GELF survey results.
When asked what percentage international
represented of their online sales, the most
common answer was “1-2%,” cited by 31% of
respondents. But the next most common response
was “more than 20%,” selected by 29%. That’s
an indication that retailers putting significant
resources into global e-commerce are reaping
important returns and building a big lead over
competitors slow to move into the international
arena.

INTERNATIONAL SHARE
OF E-COMMERCE SALES

Percentage of total online sales from
international e-commerce
1%-2% 30.6%
3%-5% 13.9%
6%-9% 8.3%
10%-15% 13.9%

The survey confirmed that Canada, Western Europe
and Asia-Pacific represent the key international
priorities for retailers and brands. Within the
Asia-Pacific region, Australia and New Zealand led
in importance today, with 41.2% of respondents
saying those countries represent at least 1% of their
international e-commerce sales. Next were China
at 36.5% and Japan at 28.4%. South Korea and
Southeast Asia followed, both at 18.9%.

16%-20% 4.2%
More than 20% 29.2%
Source: Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey, April-June 2018

It’s worth noting that the Middle East, which
accounts for a small portion of Top 1000 sales
today, was cited by 18% of respondents as a top-
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three target, suggesting that there may be more
expansion ahead in that region. Amazon’s 2017
acquisition of Dubai-based online marketplace
Souq.com for $580 million may be contributing to
growing seller interest in that part of the world.
Another sign of growing interest in the Middle
East was the opening of a Dubai office in 2017 by
international affiliate marketing network Admitad.
The company cites survey data showing 60% of
consumers in the United Arab Emirates and 50%
in Saudi Arabia shop on online retail sites based
in other countries. Lower price was the most
common reason for shopping on foreign websites,
cited by 76% of respondents, followed by seeking
products not available in their own country at 65%
and a wider selection of merchandise at 52%.

TOP REGIONAL PRIORITIES FOR
E-COMMERCE GROWTH
Region
Africa

A Top 3 Priority

1.4%

Asia-Pacific

59.5%

29.7%

Australia

35.1%

4.1%

Canada

68.9%

43.2%

Europe

82.4%

16.2%

Latin America

32.4%

4.1%

Middle East

17.6%

1.4%

Source: Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey, April-June 2018

Collectively, Top 1000 retailers operate
e-commerce sites in 48 countries, not counting the
U.S. and Canada. The list includes such relatively
small economies as Mongolia, Laos and Macao.
Online shopping is indeed a global phenomenon,
and increasingly retailers and brands are using the
web to sell to consumers all over the world.
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The No. 1 Priority

4.1%
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Technology is
critical in connecting
buyers and sellers
in cross-border
e-commerce

Carl Asmus, president and
CEO of FedEx Cross Border,
an international
e-commerce technology
and logistics provider

SPONSORED ARTICLE
Cross-border e-commerce sales are growing quickly. Cross-border
sales will account for one-fifth of e-commerce sales by 2022, according
to a 2017 Forrester Research Inc. report. And the number of online
shoppers jumped 9% last year, according to GlobalWebIndex, a data
analytics firm.
All of this is good news for online retailers that sell internationally.
Merchants that extend product offerings to international customers can
boost sales by as much as 15%, technology company BigCommerce
recently reported. According to that same report, this type of crossborder e-commerce is projected to grow 25% annually through 2020,
roughly twice the pace of domestic e-commerce.
“There are multiple benefits to selling goods internationally
including a bigger customer base and higher margins,” says Carl
Asmus, president and CEO of FedEx Cross Border, an international
e-commerce technology and logistics provider. “By offering products
to consumers located in other countries, retailers greatly increase
their scope to make more sales. And because not all countries have
access to a large selection of consumer goods, selling to foreign
buyers can mean that retailers get better prices for goods than they
would from a domestic shopper.”
Cross-border selling also allows retailers to capitalize on peak
seasons in other countries. “Whether it is Singles’ Day in China or
Thanksgiving Day in Canada, there are all sorts of special occasions that
spur people to shop that we don’t have in the U.S.,” Asmus says. “Selling
internationally means you can take advantage of worldwide online
shopping trends and increase sales.”
While cross-border may be the fastest growing e-commerce
segment, some retailers struggle to implement cross-border selling
strategies to take advantage of their benefits. “Merchants want their

cross-border shopping experience to be as simple as their domestic
experience, and they want to offer their shoppers an omnichannel
experience from pre-click to post-click,” he says. “At the same time,
shoppers want greater visibility and flexibility for their orders.”
Merchants need two-way communication between the shopper
and the delivery provider to offer easy and cost-effective fast shipping,
Asmus says. They should also offer easy and affordable returns, and have
fulfillment facilities located closer to international shoppers to ensure
they can offer relatively quick delivery times.
Technology can bolster merchants’ efforts, he says. “They should
consider using analytics capabilities to drive inventory forecast and
demand, allowing for simplification of the global supply chain,” he adds.
Technology enablement tools that are integrated into a retailer’s
e-commerce platform—such as those offered by FedEx Cross Border—
allow that retailer to provide a more seamless shopping experience to
the international consumer, Asmus says.
“These solutions manage payment fraud protection, provide
a more localized experience for the shopper and offer export
compliance assistance for that particular country,” he adds. “Our
technology also offers end-to-end visibility tools that include twoway communication, artificial intelligence-enabled solutions for
customer service and a portfolio of delivery options ranging from
premium to postal that offers the right transportation based upon
merchant and shopper needs.”
It would be beneficial for retailers to understand the importance of
cross-border e-commerce and start implementing strategies to stay
ahead of the competition, Asmus says. “Cross-border e-commerce is
the way of the future,” he says. “Retailers should be looking for the right
cross-border technology partner now, before it’s too late.”

GROWTH
STRATEGIES

GLOBAL
GROWTH
STRATEGIES
There are growing
opportunities for cross-border
and online marketplace sales
the world over, and even
midsized retailers can thrive
with localized e-commerce
sites in key markets.
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There are three main ways retailers
and consumer goods manufacturers
sell directly to international shoppers:
cross-border sales from a domestic
e-commerce site, online marketplaces
and localized websites in other
countries.
The approach that requires the
least initial investment is to accept
orders from foreign consumers on a
retailer’s main website. Then it’s up
to the retailer to figure out how to
fulfill those orders, and many online
retailers use companies that specialize
in cross-border fulfillment. The leading
provider of cross-border services to Top
1000 retailers is Pitney Bowes, which
acquired Borderfree in 2015 and now
helps 69 Top 1000 retailers ship orders
around the world.
A similar service is provided by
eShopWorld, which says it handles
$500 million annually in cross-border
sales for online retailers. Among its
clients is Victoria’s Secret, a unit of

L Brands, whose e-commerce site
explains that it uses eShopWorld to ship
orders to consumers in 37 international
markets.
Many online retailers have taken the
steps necessary to fulfill orders to
these foreign shoppers, and 493 of the
Top 1000 retailers ship to at least one
country outside of the U.S. and Canada.
A second path to international
e-commerce is to sell through online
marketplaces, and this is growing
rapidly. A big factor: Amazon’s
increasing popularity worldwide and its
expansion of services that make it easier
for marketplace sellers to fulfill orders
in many markets. In addition, China’s
two leading shopping sites for foreign
brands, Alibaba’s Tmall and JD.com,
also have stepped up recruitment of
retailers and brands to sell on their sites
and offered new services.
Amazon clearly emerges as the top
marketplace choice in the Internet

TOP INTERNATIONAL
ONLINE MARKETPLACES

Percentage of survey respondents selling on
sites operated by each company. Respondents
could select all that applied.
Marketplace

Home country

Amazon

USA

% Selling
75.6%

eBay

USA

29.3%

Tmall

China

26.8%

JD.com

China

17.1%

Coupang

South Korea

9.8%

Lazada

Indonesia

9.8%

Mercado Libre

Argentina

9.8%

Newegg

USA

9.8%

Rakuten

Japan

9.8%

Souk.com

UAE

9.8%

Zalando

Germany

9.8%

Flipkart

India

4.9%

Lotte

South Korea

2.4%

Zalora

Singapore

2.4%

Source: Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey,
April-June 2018
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Retailer/GELF survey: 76% of those who say they
sell on online marketplaces outside of their home
country sell on Amazon sites, followed by eBay
and Tmall.
The Internet Retailer Top 1000 data also shows
that many North American e-retailers are
recognizing the growing opportunity to satisfy the
thirst of China’s increasingly affluent middle-class
consumer for imported goods whose quality and
safety they often trust more than they do domestic
products. More than 10% of Top 1000 retailers, 106
in all, sell on Tmall in China.
That’s a sizable number, given the barriers of
distance and language China presents. One reason
it is so high is the Chinese government in recent
years has loosened restrictions on individual
Chinese consumers making small purchases
from foreign websites in a nod to the desire
of middle-class urban Chinese consumers for
better products. In response, Alibaba and JD.com
have created shopping sites geared to Chinese
consumers seeking foreign goods, and specialist
firms have emerged to help overseas companies
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sell online in China.
It’s a big opportunity. Retail purchases by Chinese
consumers on foreign websites increased 29.1%
in 2017 to $110.68 billion, according to market
research firm eMarketer Inc. To put that into
perspective, cross-border purchases by Chinese
consumers were equivalent to more than 24% of
total U.S. e-retail sales of $453 billion in 2017.
The third strategy, and the one that requires the
most investment, is to establish country-specific
websites in other markets. Most retailers that go
this route hire local teams to provide translation
and to tailor a website to local tastes and language
nuances, as well as to assist headquarters
personnel in understanding trends and mapping
strategy. They also typically put inventory in the
country or region to ensure fast and cost-effective
order fulfillment.
Only 72 of the Top 1000 retailers operate
e-commerce sites outside of North America, and
they include such big companies as Amazon.com
Inc. (No. 1 in the Top 1000), Apple Inc. (No. 2),
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Walmart Inc. (No. 3) and Staples (No. 5). But
midsized retailers also sell this way, and the
strategies of Babyhaven.com Inc. (No. 514) and
Spreadshirt AG (No. 537) are highlighted in this
report.
Some retailers deploy all three strategies, or two of
the three, depending on the revenue opportunity
in each market, says Jim Okamura, a partner at
retail consulting firm McMillan Doolittle and a cofounder of the Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum.
He says this portfolio mix of business models
may change over time as the business grows and
achieves economies of scale or the company
decides to prioritize a particular market.
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In the next section, leaders of the Global
E-Commerce Leaders Forum outline the primary
business models of companies engaged in
international e-commerce. In the sections that
follow, we examine the experiences of retailers
and brands selling internationally using each of
the three major business models: from their home
country websites, through marketplaces and
through country-specific sites outside their home
countries.
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GELF INSIGHT

A STRATEGIC
FRAMEWORK
FOR
INTERNATIONAL
E-COMMERCE
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The Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum
(GELF) strategic framework has evolved
over the past decade as retailers’ and
brands’ international e-commerce
strategies have evolved. The primary
strategies or business models described
in this report enable companies to
determine the right approach for them
based on the size of the opportunity,
complexity, risk, existing company
presence and resource requirements—
specific to a market or region.
The framework has three stages, not
mutually exclusive, for international
e-commerce expansion:
1. Cross-border. E-commerce has
often been the starting point for U.S.
retailers selling internationally, and
has proven to have strong upside
growth. This business model is
characterized as primarily selling via
U.S.-based e-commerce operations
and fulfilling orders via international
shipping. Cross-border solution
providers are often key to de-risking

the investment for retailers, with new
solutions enabling scale efficiencies
the retailers could not achieve on
their own.
2. International Marketplace
Channels. The rapid growth and
diversification of marketplaces
around the world has made selling
on traditional marketplaces and
emerging digital channels and
platforms a priority for many
retailers—and a primary revenue
channel internationally. Growth
opportunities range from the largest
(Tmall, Amazon, Flipkart) to niche
marketplaces (Etsy, VIP, Souq.com),
as well as emerging social and
digital platforms. We anticipate
these emerging, commerce-enabled
digital platforms (e.g., WeChat miniprograms), or live streaming video
shopping across borders, will further
evolve strategic choices for retailers.
This strategic focus will command the
lion’s share of retailers’ international
resources in the next few years.
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The rapidly evolving landscape should give rise to
retailers and brands managing global e-commerce
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A STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR
INTERNATIONAL E-COMMERCE

The framework has three stages, not mutually exclusive, for
international e-commerce expansion.
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It is important to note that not all retailers and
brands evolve in a linear fashion across these
stages. Some start by serving shoppers via crossborder shipping and then progress to selling
through international marketplaces before
investing in regional brand and ecommerce sites.
Others leverage existing global operations to
start their international e-commerce programs
with localized sites, then enter new markets via
marketplaces and/or cross-border shipping. This
approach especially holds true with larger regional
retailers and global brands.

with a “portfolio” mentality—with each revenue
channel having a distinct role in their global
strategy.

E-commerce Revenue

3. Global E-commerce Operations. This is
primarily the domain of large global brands,
selling direct to consumers from localized
e-commerce sites and fulfilling orders within the
region or country where the order originates.
This is the most complex and resource-intensive
business model, yet attractive for retailers who
are protective of the customer experience with
their digital revenue channels.

BUSINESS MODEL

FULFILLING
FOREIGN
ORDERS
FROM A
PRIMARY
E-RETAIL SITE
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For many online retailers in the U.S.
and Canada, their introduction to
international e-commerce comes
through consumers from outside of
North America landing on their websites
looking to buy their products. That
forces them to confront the question
of whether and how to serve those
shoppers.
And there are millions of such
consumers: 19.0% of traffic on the
typical Top 1000 website comes from
outside of the United States and 13.8%
from countries other than the U.S. and
Canada, according to data from website
traffic monitor SimilarWeb analyzed by
Internet Retailer.
And global shoppers are not just
interested in the biggest retailers and
brands. The median non-U.S. traffic
percentage is only 9.0% for the 100
largest companies in the Top 1000 by
online sales, but peaks at 20.8% for
those ranked 701 to 800 and is still
a solid 15.0% for the 100 smallest

e-retailers in the Top 1000.
Traffic varies by the type of merchant
and what they sell. The largest
percentage of international traffic
to U.S. Top 1000 sites comes to the
e-commerce sites of brands, whose
median percentage of non-North
American traffic is 23.4%. That makes
sense as consumers around the world
have heard of brands like Apple,
Nike and Tiffany, and may visit their
websites for product information even
if they plan to buy elsewhere, whether
in physical stores or international
marketplaces. The websites that get the
least foreign traffic are those that are
earth-bound by either physical stores
or a heritage of sales through printed
catalogs.
There is also a wide variation based
on the type of merchandise sold. The
median percentage of non-North
American traffic is 34.2% for jewelry and
29.6% for computers and electronics,
but only 6.5% for housewares and

IT’S NOT ALL ABOUT SIZE

Percentage of non-North American traffic to U.S.
Top 1000 sites, by rank
1-100 9.0%
101-200 9.1%
201-300 12.8%
301-400 13.6%
401-500 12.8%
501-600 19.4%
601-700 12.7%
701-800 20.8%
801-900 17.8%
901-1000 15.0%
Source: Internet Retailer
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home furnishings, which includes furniture and
other heavy items that are costly to ship abroad.
For apparel and accessories, which consistently
shows up as the most-purchased category crossborder, 16.8% of traffic comes from international
consumers.
The median foreign percentage for the mass
merchant category—which includes such sites as
Walmart.com and Target.com—is only 5.7%. But
Amazon.com, which also falls in that category
gets 23.5% of its traffic from outside of the U.S.
and Canada, a testament to the global appeal of
the Amazon brand, and the internationalization
of the “Amazon-first” shopping behavior that is
increasingly common among U.S. shoppers.
The foreign demand sent online retailers in search
of companies that can help them fulfill foreign
orders and handle challenges like customs duties
and taxes. That, in turn, led major shipping
services UPS and FedEx as well as postal meter
manufacturer Pitney Bowes to snap up major
providers of cross-border fulfillment services. They
have rebranded these international fulfillment
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services as UPS i-parcel, FedEx Worldwide
and Pitney Bowes’ Complete Cross-Border,
respectively.
Another provider of cross-borders services, Global
Access Inc., meanwhile, attracted an investment
in 2014 from private equity firm Tritium Industries,
then recruited a top Overstock.com Inc. executive,
Dave Nielsen, to take over as CEO in 2015. Global
Access has specialized in helping direct-toconsumer brands ship internationally, and works
with more than 100 carriers around the world to
handle delivery to consumers’ homes, Nielsen says.
Many retailers give high marks to the firms that
specialize in facilitating international sales. In
the Internet Retailer/GELF survey, 72% agreed or
strongly agreed with the statement, “Working with
firms that specialize in cross-border e-commerce
has been crucial to our success.”
While turning to Global Access to handle
fulfillment and customs, Ties.com has held off
translating information on his website, says CEO
Omar Sayyed. “Anyone who buys from a U.S. site
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is more inclined to speak English,” he says. “We
haven’t even had anybody send an email in a
foreign language that we had to figure out how to
translate. At least not yet.”
Butler Luxury, a 5-year-old web-only retailer of
high-end clothing hangers, has taken a different
approach. It uses Webinterpret to provide full
translation of the product catalog and navigation
on ButlerLuxury.com into four languages besides
English (German, Spanish, French and Italian) and
to provide localization of the site’s content for 21
countries. For another 37 countries, Webinterpret
translates navigation labels on ButlerLuxury.com,
though product descriptions are in English.
Webinterpret, through an alliance with PayPal,
also enables Butler Luxury to accept payment in
25 currencies. That way a customer coming from
Germany will see ButlerLuxury.com in German
and prices in euros, and a Japanese consumer a
Japanese-language site and prices in yen.
When Butler Luxury receives international orders
it sends them to a Webinterpret warehouse in
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the U.S., which consolidates shipments for its
online retailer clients and sends merchandise in
bulk to overseas markets. Butler Luxury CEO Mike
Cregan says the savings of bulk shipping mean his
international customers are paying less than half
the shipping fee they would pay if he sent each
parcel individually. Parcels typically arrive in under
10 days to international destinations.

INTERNATIONAL TRAFFIC BY
MERCHANDISE CATEGORY
Category

5.7%

Food/Drug

6.5%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

6.5%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

8.3%

Hardware/Home Improvement

Cregan says he previously tried other ways of
serving international customers, but that this is by
far the most effective. He says international sales
grew three to four times in the first year or so after
he started using Webinterpret, and now make up
one-third of his annual online revenue of just over
$1 million.
At Lion Brand Yarn Co., a family business that has
been operating since 1878, purchases by overseas
customers represent only a few percent of online
sales. But chief sales officer Evan Blumenthal sees
opportunity for growth and is beginning to work
on translating portions of the site into a handful of
languages, such as Spanish, French and German.
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% of Int’l Traffic

Mass Merchant

8.3%

Flowers/Gifts

10.4%

Sporting Goods

11.7%

Specialty

16.4%

Apparel/Accessories

16.8%

Office Supplies

17.4%

Health/Beauty

19.0%

Toys/Hobbies

23.1%

Books/Music/Video

24.3%

Computers/Electronics

29.6%

Jewelry

34.2%
Source: Internet Retailer
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Blumenthal plans to start with navigational
elements of the website, but says the challenge
will come in translating the extensive content on
the site. Of the roughly 10,000 pages that make
up LionBrandYarn.com, about three-quarters of
them display sewing patterns that consumers can
download for free. Translating those pages won’t
be easy.
“To translate 7,500 patterns, it’s not just a question
of translating words from English to another
language, there are also the nuances of knitting or
crochet-speak,” he says. Through a distributor in
France he identified a French person familiar with
knitting who has begun translating the text for 20
patterns as a test.
He’s also contemplating how to address shipping
charges that can easily be as much as the price
of the customer’s order. The site’s average order
value is in the range of $35-40, and shipping
an order to Australia can cost that much. He’s
investigating finding space in a warehouse in
the Asia-Pacific to store products, reducing the
shipment cost for those products. “Ultimately,
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it will pay for itself in sales in three years,”
Blumenthal says.

CONSOLIDATION OF CROSS-BORDER
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Even for a retailer that operates websites in 18
countries, shipping to the rest of the world beyond
those core markets makes a lot of sense, says
Phil Rooke, CEO of Germany-based Spreadshirt.
The web-only merchant operates websites in the
United States, Canada, Australia and 15 European
countries, but accepts orders from virtually
anywhere—excluding only a handful of countries
where fraud has proven a problem.

Company			
acquired
Acquired by Date

Sales to consumers from outside Spreadshirts’s
18 core countries represent only about 5% of the
company’s sales, “but essentially it’s free business
because these people coming from all different
countries have hit one of our international
websites,” Rooke says. That means there’s no
marketing expense to attract them. “It’s 5% worth
of extra orders and all we have to do is organize
the shipping,” he says.
And shipping is easier than it was years ago,
because the growing volume of e-commerce
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Borderfree

Pitney Bowes June 2015

Bongo International

FedEx

Dec. 2014

69
9

i-parcel

UPS

Oct. 2014

7
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orders has enabled shipping companies to invest
in improving their services for retailers shipping
small parcels around the world. Rooke points to
improved address-verification services and the
fact that carriers now will often try to deliver a
package two or three times whereas in the past
they may have given up after one failed attempt.
As a result, he says, the percentage of packages
that come back as non-deliverable has fallen to 1%
from 3% several years ago.

‘As volumes go up, shipping
companies can offer much
better service and support.’

“As volumes go up, shipping companies can offer
much better service and support,” he says.
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SELLING
CROSSBORDER
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Retailer:
Ties.com
Product category:
Apparel & accessories
Omar Sayyed, the co-founder and CEO
of Ties.com struggled for years to fulfill
orders outside the U.S. Delivery costs
were high, tracking was difficult and he
was unable to accurately calculate duties
and taxes in advance, leaving customers
often angered to find they had to pay
additional charges on delivery.

are now lower. Whereas before a
Canadian customer might have been
presented with an $18 delivery fee—
without duties and other fees—the
typical shipping cost now to Canada is
$8-10, and to Europe $10-15, including
duties and taxes.

That changed when Ties.com began
working with Global Access, which
consolidates orders from retailers for
shipment abroad, calculates both
shipping fees and any duties and taxes,
and allows Ties.com to track orders all
the way to the customer.

“The only difference is that we’ve
diminished the barrier for someone
to go through checkout because the
shipping rates are less and the duties
and taxes are paid upfront,” Sayyed
says. “We knew because the traffic was
there that if we could reduce the friction
we could increase sales.” Ties.com, No.
867 in the Top 1000, gets nearly 39% of
its website traffic from outside of the
U.S. Leading countries sending traffic to
the e-retailer are the United Kingdom,
Canada and Australia.

Since it began using the Global Access
service, orders from outside the U.S.
have increased to 15% of Ties.com’s
business from 2%, Sayyed says. The
biggest reason is that shipping costs

Words of wisdom: “If you’re thinking
of getting into the international space,
align yourself with someone who
can do this, as opposed to building
infrastructure.”

Omar Sayyed,
co-founder and
CEO, Ties.com

BUSINESS MODEL

SELLING
GLOBALLY
VIA ONLINE
MARKETPLACES

Most online shopping on a global basis
takes place on online marketplaces.
In 2017, consumers around the world
purchased more than $1.5 trillion on
shopping portals featuring the wares
of many brands and retailers, Internet
Retailer estimates. That’s roughly 65%
of eMarketer’s estimate of $2.3 trillion in
global online retail sales in 2017.
What’s more, global marketplace sales
increased 34% from 2016 and more than
doubled from $716 billion in 2014, just
three years earlier, according to Internet
Retailer estimates.
Consumers made more than half of
those purchases on the marketplaces
operated by China’s two dominant
e-commerce companies: Alibaba Group,
which operates the mostly domestic
Taobao shopping site along with the
Tmall marketplace that features many
foreign brands; and JD.com, which, like
Amazon, both sells its own merchandise
and hosts other marketplace sellers.
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Most of the rest of the marketplace sales
occur on the 14 marketplaces operated
by Amazon and the 23 sites run by eBay.
However, in particular markets, other
marketplaces are big players, notably
Rakuten Ichiba in Japan, Mercado Libre
in Latin America, Flipkart in India and
Coupang in South Korea.
Little surprise then that more than
half of retailers and brands responding
to the Internet Retailer/Global
E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey sell
on online marketplaces: 56%. Amazon
easily led the way in popularity, but
significant numbers are also selling on
other online shopping portals around
the world.
This percentage should continue to
rise, especially if innovative, emerging
digital platforms are included as a
variation of marketplace strategies.
(See GELF strategic framework,
page 19.) “Globally, we’re seeing the
emergence of commerce-enabled
digital platforms among social and/or
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messaging platforms (such as Instagram, WeChat’s
mini-programs, Viber) that give retailers the
potential to grow e-commerce revenue in these
largely-untapped channels,” says Kent Allen, GELF
co-founder.
What’s more, sellers responding to the survey were
generally positive about their marketplace results,
with more than 73% saying they are at least
achieving their goals, including 15% who say they
are “far exceeding goals.” Few retail marketing
initiatives can claim a more than 70% success rate.
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Tech Armor is one e-retailer that relies on FBA
to handle delivery of orders it gets from Amazon
marketplaces in Europe, Canada, Mexico and
Japan, as well as the U.S. FBA makes it easier for
Tech Armor to expand into new markets, says
Joseph Jaconi, co-founder and general manager of
the retailer of smartphone accessories like screen
protectors, cables and earbuds.
“We don’t have to go out and look for and
interview third-party fulfillment services,” Jaconi
says. “We can rely on Amazon to do that, and we
can focus on growing our brand.”

Amazon and Alibaba are two of the biggest
companies in the world by stock market value,
and that gives them the resources to make their
marketplaces more appealing to retailers and
brands.

Jaconi also relies on Amazon to screen out
fraudulent orders. “When working with Amazon,
fraud is a non-issue,” he says. “They do a fantastic
job.”

Amazon in particular is a favorite of North
America-based Top 1000 retailers, many of whom
rave about the services it offers. Especially popular
is Fulfillment by Amazon, which will store and ship
items for sellers on Amazon sites, and even handle
fulfillment of orders from retailers’ own sites.

FBA charges for its services, but, because FBA
leverages the low rates Amazon gets from carriers
due to its huge volume, many sellers say it would
cost them more to fulfill their international
orders on their own than to let FBA do it with
inventory that marketplace sellers store in FBA’s
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HOW RETAILERS FARE ON
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international network of distribution centers. As
an example of FBA’s fees, sellers on Amazon’s UK
marketplace, regardless of their country of origin,
pay less than $3 for delivery of a 1-pound package
to the UK, about $3.50 to Germany and nearly
$6 for cross-border transactions beyond major
European markets.
FBA also levies a storage fee to warehouse goods
and added fees for sellers who engage Amazon
to handle such tasks as packaging and returns.
Amazon also will handle customer support in local
languages for sellers that use FBA.
To make it easier for sellers to offer goods on
all five of its European marketplaces, Amazon
also has created a single Amazon European
Marketplaces account that allows a retailer to list
goods on all those sites from a single inventory
feed. Amazon also has a program called FBA
Export that lets sellers make available some or all
of the goods it sells on its domestic marketplace
to international shoppers. Amazon handles
fulfillment, import duties and customs clearance,
with the international shopper paying those costs.
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While that makes life simpler for a seller, there is
a risk with that approach, says Jason Becker, CEO
of baby products retailer Babyhaven.com Inc. If
another company complains to Amazon that a
retailer is selling a product in France, for example,
that it’s not authorized to sell there, that could
lead to a suspension of its account, impacting
sales in the U.S. and other Amazon marketplaces.
For that reason, Becker says, “We make a different
account in each country.”
Retailers active on marketplaces have learned
other valuable lessons. For example, Richline
Group, which sells metal jewelry from several
brands, began selling on Tmall in China with
the help of one of the many local companies
that serve foreign retailers entering China. But,
because Tmall’s back-end systems are in Chinese,
Richline was dependent on its Chinese partner to
provide analytics data about its sales on Tmall,
Lee Senderov, executive vice president and
general manager of digital at Richline, a Berkshire
Hathaway company, explained in a presentation
in June 2018 at the Internet Retailer Conference &
Exhibition.
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“We were at the mercy of our trade partner; we
couldn’t download reports on our own,” Senderov
said. Once Richline added a native Chinese
speaker to its team, she says, the retailer was able
to download reports any time it needed them.
Even if your Chinese partner firm has English
speakers on staff, Senderov said, “You need
someone on you team who speaks Mandarin.”

Entering China
One way Alibaba has made it easier to sell on its
big Chinese marketplaces is by creating Tmall
Global, which, unlike the main Tmall site, does not
require a seller to have a Chinese business license.
JD.com offers a similar platform, JD Worldwide.
These cross-border shopping portals enable
retailers and brands to sell products to individual
Chinese shoppers that they could not ship in bulk
into the country because of Chinese regulations.
For example, China requires animal testing of food
and cosmetic products—something many Western
companies don’t do for fear of offending some
consumers. While beauty brands that don’t test
products on animals could not sell their perfume
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or lotion in Chinese stores, they can sell those
products on Tmall Global or JD Worldwide, as long
as the items are certified as safe in their home
countries.
Because a Western product like that would not
otherwise be available in China, “cross-border is
a good solution, if you have enough demand from
the Chinese customer,” says Andreas Schulmeyer,
a former international executive for Walmart who
led the China e-commerce launch of L Brands’
Victoria’s Secret line in 2017. He says Tmall Global
gets perhaps one-tenth of the traffic of the main
Tmall marketplace, but that the traffic is sufficient
to give brands a chance to gauge interest in their
products.
For some retailers, Tmall Global can be a
significant source of sales. Alibaba says Australian
pharmacy chain Chemist Warehouse sells more
than $100 million worth of products each year on
Tmall Global, making it the largest seller on the
cross-border platform.
More than 18,000 foreign brands from 74 countries
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and regions sell on Tmall Global, and 307 million
Chinese consumers come to the site each year,
Alibaba says. JD Worldwide offers products from
70 countries, JD.com says.
Schulmeyer says Alibaba doesn’t accept all comers
for the cross-border portal, and will investigate
whether there is enough demand for a company’s
product before approving its Tmall Global store.
“They don’t want stores that fail,” he says.
Qian Yi, head of global business development
and key accounts at Tmall Global, says his team
works “with businesses to carefully assess their
product potential and operational capacities so
that they can be set up for success, both short- and
long-term. For companies who may not be ready
to enter China immediately, we work with them
to provide recommendations and the right next
steps.”
Schulmeyer says brands that have established a
presence in China can more easily get accepted
to sell on the main Tmall marketplace as the
investments they’ve made in obtaining the
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necessary licenses and, in many cases, building
physical stores in China, demonstrates their
commitment to the market.
Alibaba says 150,000 brands sell on Tmall. While it
doesn’t break out domestic versus international
sellers on Tmall, the Chinese e-commerce
company says the five leading foreign countries
generating sales during the blowout 2017 Singles’
Day sale were Japan, the U.S., Australia, Germany
and Korea. Alibaba says Singles’ Day sales totaled
$25.3 billion in 2017, a 39% increase from the prior
year.

Brands versus retailers
Schulmeyer, who led the 2017 launch of a
Victoria’s Secret storefront on Tmall, says foreign
brands should recognize that there is a significant
difference between Alibaba’s Tmall and its main
competitor, JD.com. He says Alibaba is more
focused on women and apparel, and its site
features lots of video for entertainment, while JD’s
heritage is in selling consumer electronics and
caters more to men.
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MARKETPLACES: PROS AND CONS
Pros

Cons

Many consumers already shop there

Fees for sales, fulfillment, inventory storage and marketing

One product feed enables sales in multiple countries

Limited visibility into customer data

Marketplaces offer fulfillment, marketing and other services

Sales build brand of marketplace more than the seller

The big Chinese marketplaces also increasingly
are focused on recruiting as sellers the brands
that make products rather than retailers that
sell products from several suppliers, say several
executives with China experience.

the money, often $25,000-$30,000, to build the
necessary product feeds to a shopping site. For
example, Babyhaven made the investment to
integrate with New Zealand online marketplace
Trade Me, which projected the retailer would
generate 200 to 300 orders per day. In fact, Becker
says, orders average less than seven a day, and the
volume isn’t sufficient to cover its commitment to
shippers that handle orders to that country. Trade
Me did not respond to a request for comment.

Babyhaven saw that evolution first-hand. Becker
says Tmall recruited Babyhaven to open two
stores on Tmall Global when the cross-border site
launched in 2014, and sales initially were strong.
But as Tmall Global onboarded more brands to
sell directly, price competition increased and
Babyhaven’s profits fell. That led Babyhaven in
2017 to launch its own e-commerce site in China,
Babyhaven.cn.
Becker also advises retailers to look hard at the
claims marketplaces make before spending
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The growing fees charged by international
marketplaces, especially for marketing and traffic
generation, are lessening their appeal to some
retailers, says GELF’s Okamura. “They aren’t right
for everyone,” he says.
One of the biggest drawbacks of marketplace
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selling, both on domestic and international sites,
is the lack of data shared by the marketplace
operator with the retailer, says Kent Allen,
principal at consulting firm The Research Trust and
a co-founder of the Global E-Commerce Leaders
Forum. “Data sharing varies by marketplace, but
this lack of access to and control of customer
data has been central to retailers’ relatively weak
control in marketplace channels.
“We anticipate this sharing of data and insights to
become a critical negotiation lever in the future—a
means for the marketplace to differentiate
itself from competitors, as well as deepening
relationships with its strongest sellers. But, at the
moment, this is often a contentious debate for
retailers and brands that sell via marketplaces.”
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CASE STUDY

ONLINE
MARKETPLACES

Retailer:
Tech Armor
Product:
Smartphone accessories
International marketplaces:
Amazon, eBay, Souq.com, others
International sales represent more
than 30% of the business for Tech
Armor, which sells such smartphone
accessories as screen protectors,
cables and earbuds. The international
business is profitable, says co-founder
and general manager Joseph Jaconi,
although a new marketplace may take a
while to produce significant profits.
Tech Armor sells on Amazon sites in
Canada, Japan, Europe and Australia as
well as in the U.S. Amazon represents
50% of international sales, with the rest
coming from other e-commerce sales
and sales to distributors.
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The retailer relies on Fulfillment by
Amazon for delivery and markets
through Amazon’s Sponsored Product

ads and social media. Tech Armor
handles customer service internally
and makes sure it has personnel who
can speak the local language before
it enters any market. But it relies on
translation bureaus to produce locallanguage marketing materials quickly
when smartphone makers release new
products.
Jaconi sees international as a growth
engine, and plans to sell in more global
marketplaces.
“We’ll continue to look at additional
opportunities to expand our presence
beyond Amazon in some markets like
Europe and Canada,” Jaconi says.
“We’re looking to outpace our domestic
growth with our international growth.
As more marketplaces become available
to us, we tend to embrace them.”
Words of wisdom: “We make sure we
have customer service in place before we
go into any market.”

Joseph Jaconi, co-founder and
general manager, Tech Armor

BUSINESS MODEL

BUILDING
COUNTRYSPECIFIC
E-COMMERCE
SITES

The most capital-intensive option
for reaching online shoppers around
the world is to build countryspecific websites in key markets. Not
surprisingly, this is largely a game for
bigger players.
The top 10 companies by international
sales, all of which operate countryspecific e-commerce sites, are all ranked
20 and above in the Top 1000. They
include such giants as Amazon, Apple
and Walmart.
But midsized companies also can set up
their online shops in foreign markets.
The big question for those choosing
that path is whether to go it alone or
rely on an in-market expert to handle
marketing and operations.
An example of a mid-tier online retailer
that manages its own international
websites is Spreadshirt, a web-only
retailer of customized T-shirts and other
apparel and accessories.
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Based in Germany and in business
since 2002, Spreadshirt operates 18
e-commerce sites: one each for the
U.S., Canada and Australia, plus 15 for
European countries. 32% of its sales
come from Germany and 28% from the
U.S., says CEO Phil Rooke. Another 5%
come from cross-border shoppers from
outside the e-retailer’s core markets.
Spreadshirt enjoyed its most profitable
year ever in 2017, demonstrating that
a multinational e-commerce operation
can make money even for a midsized
company. The key, Rooke says, is that
all 18 sites are built on a common
technology platform and offer the same
merchandise and content.
“We started as a European company in
Germany and learned how to do all the
cross-border stuff in Europe,” Rooke
says. When the retailer expanded into
North America and Australia, “because
we’re using the identical platform and
content, the incremental cost is very

TOP U.S. RETAILERS
SELLING ABROAD

Top 10 U.S. retailers by sales on their international
sites, with number of non-U.S. URLs
Retailer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Amazon.com Inc.
Apple Inc.
Walmart Inc.
Staples Inc.
Costco Wholesale Corp.
Dell Inc.
Qurate (QVC/HSN)
Gap Inc.
Wayfair Inc.
CDW Corp.

Top 1000
rank

Int’l URLs

1
2
3
5
12
4
11
20
13
15

13
12
5
8
6
14
5
8
3
1
Source: Internet Retailer

For a ranking of the top
450 U.S.-based e-retailers
selling outside of North America,
see page 71.
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low.” Spreadshirt built its technology platform
in-house.

French, and freelancers working from home
handle the other six languages of Spreadshirt sites.

Developing a website just for one country would
be too expensive, as Rooke learned from recent
experience in Brazil. Spreadshirt acquired Brazilian
e-commerce company Virtinepix in 2014 with the
intent of moving it onto the main Spreadshirt
platform. But local accounting practices, tax
policies and other issues made that move
impossible and Spreadshirt shut down the Brazil
operation in 2017.

Translation, Rooke says, is not a big cost. “The
beauty of e-commerce is that a T-shirt is a T-shirt in
nearly every language,” he says. “If you put a goat
on it you have to know the word for goat in nine
languages.”

“The level of work required was not worth it, given
the scale of opportunity,” Rooke says.
Spreadshirt operates three factories in Europe and
two in the United States, one near Pittsburgh that
serves the eastern U.S. and Canada, and another
in Nevada that ships to the western U.S. and Asia.
The e-retailer ships via DHL, UPS and FedEx, as
well as some local carriers.
A team in the retailer’s main office in Leipzig
handles translation into English, German and
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The global nature of Spreadshirt’s appeal—some
of its best sellers are T-shirts that represent
computer games played the world over—lead to
purchases by consumers who don’t speak any of
the languages Spreadshirt supports. When those
customers have questions or complaints they
invariably communicate via email, Rooke says, and
if no one speaks the language the retailer relies on
automated translation tools to respond.
Spreadshirt collects taxes and duties from
shoppers in its 18 core countries at the time of
purchase, using automated systems that calculate
64 different kinds of fees. In other countries
beyond those 18 nations customers may have to
pay taxes or duties when the package is delivered,
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but Rooke says most are aware of that possibility.
In core markets, though, he doesn’t want the
customer to have to pay anything upon delivery.
“Nothing makes a customer more irate than they
paid for something and the delivery arrives and
they have to pay something else,” he says. And if
the customer refuses to pay, the parcel is returned
and Spreadshirt is charged again. “If you’re going
to be marketing to a country with a local domain,
you have to get the taxation right,” Rooke says.
While Spreadshirt has gone it alone in building
international websites, U.S. e-retailer Babyhaven
decided it needed help to launch its own site in
China. The e-retailer had used one of the service
providers known as a “Tmall partner” when setting
up shop on Tmall Global in 2014. But when it
decided to focus on its own e-commerce site it
turned to Azoya International, which specializes
in helping foreign retailers operate their own
e-commerce sites in China.
Azoya built the Chinese-language
Babyhaven.cn website and handles customer
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service and marketing, says Babyhaven CEO Jason
Becker.
Because Chinese e-commerce is so dominated by
the big marketplaces like Alibaba’s Taobao and
Tmall along with JD.com, generating interest in
a new website in China is a big job. Azoya and
Babyhaven draw consumers to the new site mainly
through affiliate sites like 55haitao.com that cater
to Chinese shoppers looking for foreign goods.
“Almost all of our revenue comes from those types
of affiliates,” Becker says. Azoya manages those
relationships, he says, including working with
those affiliate sites on promotions designed to
drive more traffic to Babyhaven.cn.
Babyhaven initially shipped China orders from
the U.S. by air, but now is shipping best-sellers in
bulk to a warehouse in Hong Kong. From there,
the e-retailer can ship orders for those products
into China by truck, cutting down fulfillment costs.
About half of orders to China now ship that way.
Within 11 months of launching the Chinese site,
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LOCALIZED WEBSITES: PROS AND CONS
Pros

Cons

Can localize product, pricing, promotions and content

Generating website traffic can be expensive

Control customer experience and data

Retailer must handle site operations or pay a vendor to take those on

Builds the retailer’s brand

Expense of hiring local staff, maintaining inventory in region

Babyhaven was growing “really fast,” Becker says,
averaging 400 orders per day, and up to 2,000
orders on days when it ran promotions. He says
the operation was profitable after less than a year,
but that the profits were kept in check by intense
online price competition in China.

a similar country-specific retail website in South
Korea as Azoya expands there. Azoya launched a
test e-commerce site in South Korea with German
healthcare and cosmetics products retailer
Bodyguard Apotheke in 2017, and hopes to launch
with one or two more retailers in that country this
year, says Azoya co-founder Don Zhao.

Babyhaven pays Azoya a fee equal to 15% of sales.
(Azoya says its fees typically range from 15-25%,
depending on the services it provides.) Becker
notes that he paid more to the company that
managed his storefront on Tmall, plus added fees,
such as a retainer for dedicated employees and
a $30 fee for each additional web page added to
Babyhaven’s Tmall store.
Becker is impressed enough by the success of the
Chinese e-commerce site that he would like to add
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CASE STUDY

OPERATING
COUNTRYSPECIFIC
E-COMMERCE
SITES

Retailer:
Spreadshirt
Product category:
T-shirts and other
customized items
International footprint:
Operates localized e-commerce
sites in 18 countries
Founded in 2002, Spreadshirt operates
e-commerce sites in 18 countries, selling
print-on-demand T-shirts and other
items. Based in Leipzig, Germany, where
its head office staff includes people
from 22 nations, the web-only retailer
operates a customer service center and
production and distribution facilities in
the United States to serve shoppers in
the Americas and Asia-Pacific.
The company had its most profitable
year ever in 2017 when sales reached
107 million euros ($120 million), an
increase of 16% from the year before,
says CEO Phil Rooke.
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Key to its success, Rooke says, is

operating a common technology
platform for all 18 of its websites, which
sell the same merchandise. Customer
service policies also are aligned across
its markets.
But marketing is tailored to local
preferences. Rooke says in countries
like the U.S., India, Brazil and Australia
consumers expect retailers to offer deep
discounts. In those markets, Spreadshirt
relies on “high-low” pricing, setting the
initial price high and then offering sharp
price reductions.

example of a retailer taking advantage
of all three of the major channels for
international online sales.
Words of wisdom: “If you can use
the same e-commerce platform in all
countries you’re really gaining more
customer reach without extra head office
and fixed costs. If you can’t do that, it
rapidly becomes a disaster.”

That won’t work in most of Europe, Rooke
says. “If you run a 50% off promotion in
Germany they’ll think last week you were
overcharging, and then this week you
won’t be able to get any sales.”
Besides selling on its 18 international
e-commerce sites, Spreadshirt also
ships to nearly every country and
sells on such online marketplaces as
Amazon, eBay and Rakuten in countries
where it operates. That makes it an

Phil Rooke, CEO, Spreadshirt

GLOBAL
MARKETING

BUILDING A
MARKETING
STRATEGY
FOR GLOBAL
E-COMMERCE
Effective online marketing
requires careful attention to
nuances of language and
consumer expectations that
vary widely from one market
to the next.
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Do online shoppers in other countries
want your products? Which products?
And consumers in which countries?
Questions like that are the starting point
for any retailer or brand evaluating
whether to embark on international
e-commerce.
It’s important to recognize significant
differences in shopper behavior by
country. For example, while 71% of
European consumers say they have
purchased from an online retail site
in another country, that’s true for
only 55% in Asia and 47% in the U.S.,
according to the 2018 UPS Pulse of the
Online Shopper Study.
In general, consumers in major
economies who have the option of
shopping from many online retailers
in their own country are less likely to
purchase from foreign websites than
those with fewer domestic options. For
example, 83% of consumers in Canada
and 78% in Mexico have shopped online

internationally, no doubt many at U.S.
websites, according to the UPS report.
But U.S. shoppers are less likely to feel
the need to buy from foreign e-retailers,
accounting for less than half of them
buying from websites outside the U.S.
There is also a tendency of online
shoppers to gravitate to websites in
nearby countries, either because the
language or merchandise is familiar. A
big part of “cross-border” shopping is
really “near-border” e-commerce.
That shows up in a SimilarWeb analysis
of traffic to Amazon’s international
websites. After Germany, the two
countries that send the most traffic to
Amazon.de are Austria and Switzerland,
both countries where German is widely
spoken. For Amazon’s Japan site, three
of the four leading sources of traffic
other than Japan are neighboring
nations—China, Taiwan and Hong Kong.
(The United States is the fourth.)
There are also significant differences

‘Consumers in major
economies have
many domestic
options and are less
likely to shop at
foreign websites.’
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in why consumers buy from foreign websites. For
example, while getting goods at lower prices is the
main motivation for consumers in Brazil, a country
with high tariffs, Asian consumers mainly go to
foreign websites to buy products they can’t find at
home, according to the UPS global consumer study.
Local developments can also cause spikes in
consumer interest in foreign products, says
Andreas Schulmeyer, the former international
executive for Walmart and L Brands. In 2008, for
example, a scandal involving tainted milk led
to increased demand for foreign milk and milk
powder in China. “Recently, there has been a
wave around Korean cosmetics,” Schulmeyer says.
“People are interested in nonglobal brands that
are specifically tied to the Asian consumer.”

How to gauge global demand
Retailers and brands evaluating whether there is
international interest in their products can look at
how much traffic to their primary website comes
from abroad, and from which countries. They can
also examine how engaged foreign consumers are
with their content. For example, Lion Brand Yarn,
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which offers 7,500 free sewing patterns for download,
analyzes how many of those downloads come from
foreign consumers and from which countries.
Schulmeyer says online retailers can also track
how much of their U.S. orders are going to sites
that consolidate shipments for foreign consumers
seeking American goods, such as MyUSAddress.ca
for Canadian consumers. They can also examine
the nationality of the credit cards consumers use
to buy their goods, both online and in stores, if
they operate bricks-and-mortar locations.
Studying Google search activity and social media
posts by country can reveal how much interest
there is in a company’s brand or type of product,
he adds. Schulmeyer also suggests examining
the online “grey market” in a company’s goods.
Chinese entrepreneurs, for example, often buy
goods abroad, then ship them back to China to
sell on marketplaces like Taobao and Tmall, a
sales channel known as “daigou.” “That gives you
an idea if there is an underlying, unmet demand,”
Schulmeyer says.
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‘If you’re paying to acquire
every customer, it won’t
work.’
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A retailer or brand can also grow its followers
among international consumers by taking
advantage of the surge in global tourism and
shopping, says Jim Okamura of GELF. As one
retailer told Okamura, “The best e-commerce
marketing to Chinese consumers is opening a
physical store in New York City.” When the tourists
return home, they seek out U.S. brands via
e-commerce, and some retailers are encouraging
this “international showrooming” behavior
to capture foreign transactions long after the
consumers have gone home, Okamura adds.

international e-commerce in the Internet Retailer/
GELF survey, attracting shoppers is also an
important issue. 28.8% listed “marketing and
generating demand” as a top-three obstacle to
global online selling and 12.3% “merchandising for
a local market.”

Ascertaining whether consumers already know
about and want your product is critical when
deciding whether to embark on selling online in a
given country, Schulmeyer says. When consumers
already recognize a brand that can minimize
marketing costs. “Customer acquisition is the
most expensive part of the P&L,” he says. “If you’re
paying to acquire every customer, it won’t work.”

For many U.S. retailers, finding the right local
marketing partners is a high priority—yet navigating
through an agency selection process can be more
daunting than finding domestic marketing partners.
Thus, many U.S. retailers tend to follow their U.S.
marketing services providers into global markets.
That leaves opportunity on the table for bolder
risk takers, says Kent Allen of GELF. “Leaders that
go it alone and establish their own relationships
with local agencies have the opportunity to gain an
edge—if they execute,” he says.

Primary marketing channels
While operational issues such as fulfillment and
regulation were listed as the top challenges to
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Many companies turn to local marketing agencies for
help. 40% of survey respondents agreed or strongly
agreed with the statement that they are “highly
dependent on adding new, in-country marketing
partners” to aid with customer acquisition.
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The complexity of reaching consumers in many
countries leads many retailers and brands to
focus on the global platforms they know, such as
Amazon, Google, Facebook and YouTube.
Amazon especially appears to be a central
marketing focus, with sellers taking advantage
of the growing number of services the big
e-retailer offers across its marketplaces. When
big smartphone brands like Apple and Samsung
introduce new mobile phones, accessory retailer
Tech Armor promotes them through ads on
Amazon along with localized social media, says
general manager Joseph Jaconi.
Lion Brand Yarn Company, which sells many
of its product wholesale to Amazon, promotes
that merchandise on Amazon sites through such
promotional vehicles as “lightning deals” and
“best deals.” “There’s a slew of marketing-related
things on Amazon,” says chief sales officer Evan
Blumenthal. He notes that it’s up to a supplier like
Lion Brand Yarn to create and translate the content
for those marketing offers, even though Amazon is
the seller of record.
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Amazon’s growth has created a cottage industry
of companies that specialize in technology to
maximize sales on Amazon marketplaces.
For example, U.S. e-retailer etailz has developed
algorithms that spot unmet demand on Amazon
by measuring the velocity of searches for various
types of products, and whether search momentum
is rising or falling, says CEO Josh Neblett. When
etailz identifies an opportunity, it turns to a
network of 2,500 manufacturers to provide a
product that would satisfy Amazon shoppers
looking for a particular product. Neblett says,
for example, his technology was able to predict
accurately that a plant fertilizer called TopBoxUs
Health Mix would be a strong seller on Amazon’s
UK site.
Etailz sells on Amazon’s marketplaces in Canada,
the United Kingdom and Germany, with Amazon
India in the works, Neblett says.

Search and social media
Beyond marketplaces, companies expanding
in e-commerce globally often turn to Google
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THE ROLE OF LOCAL PARTNERS

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
In terms of customer acquisition, international
e-commerce is highly dependent on adding in-country
marketing partners.

Disagree
16.4%

Neutral
36.4%

Totally Disagree
7.3%
Totally Agree
10.9%

Agree
29.1%

Source: Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey,
April-June 2018
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and major online social networks to drive sales.
That’s not surprising, given that those platforms
dominate online marketing. Display advertising—
including video and social media—will account
for 48.7% of the $224.7 billion in worldwide online
advertising this year, with search engine marketing
representing 42.9%, or $96.3 billion, and classified
advertising the rest, according to Zenith, an
international marketing agency that is part of
Publicis Media.
Three platforms account for a big part of that
spending because so many consumers use
them: Google, which accounts for roughly 90%
of searches worldwide; Facebook, with some
2.1 billion active users; and Google-owned video
platform YouTube, with some 1.5 billion users.
Mouser Electronics, a U.S. distributor of electronics
components primarily to businesses but also to
hobbyists and do-it-yourselfers, relies primarily on
search engine marketing to promote the 5 million
SKUs it offers via 63 country-specific websites in
17 languages, says Hayne Shumate, senior vice
president, internet business.
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Shumate says the company markets through
all the major search engines—including Google,
Bing, Yahoo and Russia’s Yandex—but focuses on
optimizing for Google. “Most of the search engines
seem to follow Google’s lead,” he says. “If you
make Google happy, you make them happy, too.”
The reliance on search engines to find 63 separate
websites requires a platform that is ultra-fast:
Shumate says Mouser sometimes serves 600 pages
per second to search engines alone. That unusual
requirement is one reason the company relies on
homegrown software, apart from using the Endeca
site search software engine now owned by Oracle
Corp.
Mouser also encountered the problem that,
with 63 e-commerce sites, a search for a specific
electronic component using its product code,
which might be two dozen characters long,
could produce a search results page pointing the
searcher to a dozen or more Mouser sites, all of
which offer that item. That confused customers,
Shumate says.
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To help the search engines provide better results,
Mouser added 100 lines of text to the code of each
site—visible to search engines but not to website
visitors—explaining that this is, for example, a
French product page for the country of France, and
here is where to find the product page for Germany
and the rest of the countries the distributor serves.
That way, a French engineer searching for a
component is more likely to see just the results from
the French site and not from other Mouser sites.
That’s a tip to keep in mind for other companies
with multiple sites and specific long-tail keywords
that customers use on search engines.
In China, however, where the government blocks
Google, Mouser has modified its marketing
strategy for the leading search engine, Baidu. The
distributor for the past three years has invested in
the Brand Zone option Baidu offers that allows a
company to control the results for its own brand.
Users searching for Mouser, for example, will see a
page dedicated to the brand’s ads, including video
and images, and not results from competitors.

he would not say how much Mouser is spending.
But Azoya International co-founder Don Zhao says
one of his retailer clients paid $30,000 for a month
of Brand Zone promotion. He says a retailer would
need to generate annual online sales of at least
$10 million in China for Brand Zone to be costeffective, although a consumer brand manufacturer
with a large marketing budget might invest in the
Baidu option to raise its profile in China.
For Mouser—which last year surpassed $1 billion
in sales and gets nearly a third of its business
from Asia—Brand Zone has been worth it, and the
distributor has used the service for the past three
years, Shumate says.

Influential brand advocates
Social media and video are the fastest-growing
online marketing channels, each projected to
increase by 17% a year between 2017 and 2020,
according to Zenith. Encouraging positive buzz on
social media can pay off big-time in international
e-commerce, especially when the people doing the
buzzing have a big following.

Brand Zone is expensive, Shumate says, though
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That kind of “influencer marketing” is especially
important in China, where some celebrities have
massive social followings. The Chinese blog
WhatsonWeibo lists 10 celebrities with at least
66 million followers on Weibo, the Chinese social
network similar to Twitter.
At the 2018 Cannes film festival, French cosmetics
brand L’Oreal SA hired Chinese actress and singer
Li Yichun to promote its products, taking videos
that it posted to social sites from Instagram to
Weibo. A live talk show the brand hosted on the
beach at Cannes, featuring such international stars
as Jane Fonda and Isabelle Adjani, also included
segments produced in Mandarin and hosted by
American-Chinese TV star Hung Huang. Those
segments were posted to Tmall where L’Oreal sells
its products.
Azoya International, which facilitates retailers’
entry into China e-commerce, has taken Chinese
social media influences to the stores of its clients
in Japan, the United Kingdom, Germany, Australia
and New Zealand from which the social media
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stars post video accounts of their shopping sprees
for their social media followers.
In early 2018, Azoya brought Candy Lian, a
Chinese commentator on cosmetics with nearly
2 million followers on Weibo and WeChat, to the
famous Matsuya Ginza department store in Tokyo
from where she posted live videos of her visit on
Weibo and took questions from followers. Those
posts attracted 4 million viewers and the event
generated more than 20 times the usual number
of sign-ups on Matsuya’s China e-commerce site
compared to a normal weekend, Azoya says.
Nor are famous people the only ones whose
social media posts can boost a brand. The
Australian business unit of Canon, the Japanese
manufacturer of cameras, printers and other
equipment, regularly runs contests and features
consumers’ photos on its social media posts.
Canon Australia has over 300,000 followers
on Instagram and its posts routinely receive
thousands of comments and dozens of likes, says
Tim Wilford, editorial and consumer engagement
specialist at Canon Australia. He says consumers
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The Australian business
unit of Canon runs contests
and features consumers’
photos on its social media
posts.
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tag Canon in more than 1,000 photos they post
each day to their social network accounts.

his unique products tend to show up highly in
natural search results.

The power of video

But, he says, 75% of his direct-to-consumer orders
come from Amazon sites, demonstrating again the
power of Amazon marketplaces.

Online video is the other very fast-growing online
advertising channel globally, according to Zenith,
and one that T-shirt retailer Spreadshirt leverages.
Spreadshirt, which operates e-commerce sites
in 18 countries, relies primarily on advertising
on Google and Facebook, and on videos posted
by designers on YouTube, says CEO Phil Rooke.
He says Spreadshirt allows designers to set up
their own shops on Spreadshirt’s site, relying on
the e-retailer to fulfill orders globally while the
designers market their creations to their fans.
YouTube is also an important marketing channel
for Wizard Industries, which uses videos to explain
its highly specialized products, such as metal
detectors that help woodworkers find screws or
restaurants to spot misplaced forks and knives,
says owner Billy Carmen. The company’s 900
videos on YouTube are a major source of sales,
along with natural search results on Google—
Carmen says he rarely pays to advertise because
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Getting the tone right
While platforms like Google and Facebook offer a
global reach, that doesn’t mean a company can
simply translate its ad copy from one country to
the language of the next one. Localization includes
taking into account consumer expectations in each
country, says Rooke of Spreadshirt.
In the United States, for example, T-shirt retailers
routinely offer big discounts, setting list prices high
and promoting 30%-50% off, Rooke says. But that
approach would turn off many European shoppers.
U.S. attitudes and language are so different, Rooke
says, that a few years back Spreadshirt moved its
head U.S. copywriter from Boston to the e-retailer’s
headquarters in Leipzig to help the marketing team
better understand how to market in the United
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States, the company’s second-largest market.
Getting the nuances right is also important in
email marketing, says Aaron Zagha, senior director
of e-commerce, international, for Teleflora, a
company that funnels online orders to 7,000
florists in the United States and another 2,000 in
the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand.
“At one point we were running email marketing
for the UK from the U.S. and the tone was often
completely wrong for the local market,” Zagha
says. Text and images that might strike consumers
in one country as cute or funny may prompt
very different reactions in another market, he
says. “We’re localizing anything that touches the
consumer,” he says. “You have to have local people
or an agency to get that right.”
Marketers must also be aware of national
regulations that govern the messages they can send
consumers and what they can do with personal
data. Even before the May 2018 implementation in
the European Union of the General Data Protection
Regulation—which requires consumers to give
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consent to receive solicitations and limits what
advertisers can do with consumer data—Germany
had strict personal privacy rules. Among other
things, that makes it hard for marketers to use lists
obtained from third parties because it’s hard to
prove consumers gave consent to those companies
to receive marketing messages.
GDPR requires online retailers to inform visitors
what they are signing up for and to make it easy
for them to unsubscribe. That forced Mouser
Electronics to make changes in how it signs people
up for subscriptions, which it offers mainly to
engineers interested in keeping up with the latest
technology.
“We had to change the privacy policies on the
website and allow people to be forgotten,”
Shumate, the internet business executive, says.
“We have to have people responsible for GDPR
in our German office in Munich. We had to hire
developers to make changes to our systems so
that they were compliant with the law.”
South Korea and Japan also have stringent privacy
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laws, while China imposes fewer limitations for
marketers.

Mobile marketing
Adding to the complexity of accurately targeting
marketing messages, consumers increasingly
shop on their mobile phones as well as other
devices, such as computers and tablets. The
trend to mobile shopping varies significantly by
region: 77% of Asian smartphone owners have
purchased on their mobile phones, versus only
59% in Brazil and 57% in Mexico, according to the
2018 UPS Pulse of Online Shopper report. During
its big annual Singles’ Day sale in November 2017,
Alibaba says mobile devices accounted for 90% of
purchases on its big China marketplaces.
U.S. cosmetics brand Sephora encountered
the challenge of identifying consumers across
channels in Southeast Asia, according to an April
2018 Forrester Research report by analyst Xiaofeng
Wang. “Sephora found that its customers search
for beauty products on smartphones, watch
product reviews or how-to videos on YouTube, and
even go to a store to sample a product in person
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before making a purchase decision. This makes
it difficult for Sephora to tell how much each of
these touchpoints contributed to the decision,” the
report says.
Sephora addressed that issue with a loyalty
program that, by requiring the shopper to provide
her member number, allows the brand to associate
shopping behavior in-store and online. By making
the program sufficiently appealing that it signed
up 85-90% of its customers in the region, Sephora
was able to better map its customers’ path to
purchase, Wang wrote in the report.
Retailers may invest more in loyalty programs as
a hedge against regulations like the EU’s GDPR,
as they give consumers a reason to provide
information to a retailer, as well as a reason to
want the retailer to retain that data. After all, a
consumer can only redeem rewards or loyalty
points if the shopper allows the retailer to track
her purchases.
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Brand model: Awareness→Understanding→Acceptance→Advocacy

GELF INSIGHT

DO YOU KNOW
YOUR BRAND
EQUITY IN
FOREIGN
MARKETS?
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The foundation of the international
opportunity typically starts with a
retailers’ brand equity in a market.
It’s not only about brand awareness:
It transcends to more emotional
connections between brands and their
customers. Ideally, there is a strong
base of “advocates” or customers
who love the brand so much they will
become the best viral, word-of-mouth
advertising vehicle for the brand. In
the brand-building model above, the
difference between “awareness and
advocacy” can mean a huge difference
in the marketing investment in a
country.
It is especially important to evaluate
your brand equity relative to the local
competition. Positioning your brand
to sell to an underserved segment
of the market can provide important
sales momentum and quick wins that
many retailers will need to grow their

confidence in the market and commit
growth resources.
Do your homework, and build proof
points and evidence of your brand’s
equity in the market prior to entry, and
develop programs to measure equity on
an ongoing basis. This will also help the
retailer understand the eventual shift
to loyalty or retention marketing as its
business matures in a country or region.

Jim Okamura, Global
E-Commerce Leaders Forum

CASE STUDY

VICTORIA’S
SECRET
ENTERS
CHINA
E-COMMERCE
WITH A BANG
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L Brands’ Victoria’s Secret lingerie and
sleepwear line made a grand entrance
into online selling in China by moving
its highly publicized annual fashion
show to Shanghai, the show’s first time
outside North America or Europe, and
tying it closely with the brand’s new
store on Alibaba’s Tmall marketplace.
The invitation-only event in November
2017 featured 55 supermodels
walking a glitzy runway in the latest
Victoria’s Secret underwear, including
a $2 million “fantasy bra” adorned with
6,000 precious stones. Asia’s glitterati
joined fashion bloggers, many flown
in from around the world by L Brands,
for the event that also featured such
entertainers as British singer and actor
Harry Styles and Chinese musical star
Jane Zhang.
The aim was to give Chinese consumers
a better idea of what Victoria’s Secret
offers and spark interest in the brand,
says Andreas Schulmeyer who was
head of international e-commerce for L

Brands at the time, and now principal
in consulting firm Faultline Solutions
LLC. “The Victoria’s Secret name was
known,” he says, “but Chinese people
didn’t necessarily know what the
product was.”
Victoria’s Secret began promoting the
event, and its Tmall store, on Alibaba’s
own pre-Singles’ Day TV show that
airs the night before the big sales day
on Taobao and Tmall that takes place
every Nov. 11. Three top Victoria’s
Secret models—which the brand calls
“angels”—appeared on the Alibaba
show, showing some of the items the
brand would offer the following day on
Tmall, which was its only online outlet
in China at the time.
Schulmeyer says that appearance
sparked a wave of social media
commentary about Victoria’s Secret.
That was followed by more commentary
when the Victoria’s Secret fashion
show was taped Nov. 20, with bloggers
posting images, video and comments
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from the event, and still more when the fashion
show was shown on TV. “We got a huge traffic
spike and then another spike the following week
during the official airing of the event,” Schulmeyer
says. “The frequency of repeatedly seeing the
brand multiple times was very effective.”
Alibaba, meanwhile, deployed its “See Now, Buy
Now” system for fashion shows that allowed
Chinese viewers of the Victoria’s Secret event
in Shanghai to go to Tmall to immediately buy
some of the items they saw. They could also
purchase products through the Taobao and
Tmall mobile apps and through the Youku videostreaming service Alibaba owns that reaches some
500 million Chinese consumers.

to ship goods into China after online shoppers
buy them, it subsequently launched on the main
Tmall marketplace. That followed L Brands’
acquisition of more than two dozen stores in China
that had been run by franchisees, giving it the
legal presence in China required for a local Tmall
storefront. L Brands subsequently announced
plans for a dedicated China e-commerce site that
will draw consumers directly from its accounts on
Chinese social media sites.

While Schulmeyer would not disclose sales related
to the November show, he noted that the brand’s
Tmall store quickly attracted more than 1.5 million
followers. “For a store that’s less than a year old,
that’s pretty good,” he says.
While Victoria’s Secret initially sold through the
Tmall Global cross-border site that allows sellers
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Victoria’s Secret models promote the brand on Alibaba’s annual
pre-Singles’ Day TV show.

GLOBAL
OPERATIONS

SURMOUNTING
THE KEY
OPERATIONAL
HURDLES
TO GLOBAL
E-COMMERCE
While governments increasingly
see cross-border online shopping
as a new revenue source,
fulfilling international orders is
getting easier as carriers and
cross-border specialist solutions
enhance their services.
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Local regulations and fulfillment are
the two biggest hurdles for retailers and
brands seeking to sell online beyond
their own borders, with each cited by
more than 42% of respondents to the
Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce
Leaders Forum survey as a major
pain point. Language, local payment
preferences and customer service
also pose challenges that experienced
international sellers are learning to
address.
Regulations are likely to become
more of an issue as governments
adapt to the growth in international
online shopping—which many see
as an opportunity to bring in more
tax revenue. On the positive side for
e-retailers, most companies engaged
in global e-commerce say getting
parcels delivered to global shoppers is
steadily becoming easier as carriers and
other service providers improve their
offerings.

Governments adapt to
e-commerce
Retailers should be aware that
government agencies around the world
are taking steps to deal with the flood
of small packages to consumers from
retail websites in other countries. As
the U.S. Customs and Border Protection
Agency put it in a February 2018 report,
while the agency designed its riskmanagement practices to deal with
traditional international trade, largely
involving large shipments from known
organizations, “Now it must expand
them to address the unprecedented
flow of goods from new, unknown and
often less proficient importers.”
As evidence of the increased flow of
low-value parcels, the agency noted
that one port of entry for express
shipments handled 25 million parcels
with value below $2,500 during the
U.S. government’s 2017 fiscal year,
compared with 2.4 million 20 years
earlier.
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To address the new demands posed by
international e-commerce U.S. Customs and
Border Protection in September 2016 created
a new E-Commerce and Small Business Branch
within its Office of Trade. On an international
level, the World Customs Organization also in 2016
created a Working Group on E-Commerce that has
met several times since. It has focused on creating
standards to help border officials process large
numbers of small parcels quickly while identifying
those that pose a security risk or that require the
payment of duties.
Whether to collect customs duties is a question
each retailer selling internationally will have to
decide based on its business. Generally, countries
don’t charge duty on low-value purchases. For
example, there is no duty charged by the United
Kingdom on any goods worth less than 135
pounds ($180); in Germany, the threshold is 150
euros ($175).
Wizard Industries, which sells a variety of
specialized do-it-yourself items, leaves it to the
customer to pay any duties that are due upon
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delivery, and hasn’t had many complaints, says
owner Billy Carmen. He uses the ShipRush software
from Descartes that fills in all the information
required by the customs agency of the customer’s
country as well as choosing the best shipping rate.
That minimizes the hassle of international shipping.
“It’s pretty brainless,” he says.
Babyhaven also hasn’t been adding customs duty
on the checkout page. While not many customers
complain about having to pay duties upon
delivery, the e-retailer has sent refunds to some
disgruntled shoppers, says CEO Jason Becker. He’s
considering collecting duty upfront, at least for his
core international markets of Canada and Europe.
For Mouser Electronics, whose average online
order is $450 on its 63 global e-commerce sites,
customs duty often must be paid. The distributor
builds any customs duty into the price of the
product, which makes the transaction simpler
for the customer but means that the price of a
given SKU can vary from one country’s website
to another. Internet business director Hayne
Shumate says that’s rarely a problem, as the
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TOP INTERNATIONAL E-COMMERCE HURDLES
Which of the following have created significant obstacles
to your international e-commerce expansion? Respondents
could select three.
Shipping & fulfillment

42.9%

Local regulations & laws

40.3%

Customs duties

29.9%

Marketing & generating demand

28.6%

Language & cultural nuances

27.3%

Path to profitability or the risk related
to achieve profitability

20.8%

Customer service

16.9%

Merchandising for a local market

14.3%

Currency & payment processing

13.0%

Selling the international e-commerce
business case internally

13.0%

Data, analytics and insights
(strategic & operational)

11.7%

Incumbent regional partners view
e-commerce as a threat

10.4%

Inventory investment

9.1%

Insights on local competition

7.8%

Managing third-party partners

7.8%

Recruiting local personnel

3.9%

Source: Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey, April-June 2018
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distributor’s web technology uses a visitor’s IP
address to direct that person to his country’s
Mouser website, and customers generally don’t
visit other Mouser sites.

Increased sales tax collection
Closely related to the customs duties are
consumers’ obligations to pay value-added (or
sales) tax on online orders. The tax rates and
exemptions from tax vary from country to country.
For example, most European Union countries
exempt small parcels of a certain amount—an
amount that varies from 10 to 22 euros—from
paying VAT, but Sweden and Poland do not offer
that exemption.
That produced a tiff early in 2018 between Swedish
Customs and Postnord, the country’s postal
agency, with the customs agency insisting that
Postnord collect the sales tax “from the first krona
of the value of all goods.”
“More countries’ governments are waking up to
the cross-border tax opportunities,” says Phil
Rooke, CEO of online retailer Spreadshirt. He notes
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that more parcels are being stopped and checked
at customs as border agencies increase their staff
and deploy technology to automate inspections.
The United Kingdom’s tax authority announced in
April 2018 that it would ask all online marketplaces
operating in the country to provide information
about sellers failing to properly report and remit
VAT payments. Revenue & Customs says the
government lost between 1 billion ($1.32 billion)
and 1.5 billion pounds ($1.98 billion) in 2016
and 2017 because of underpayments, whether
intentional or through error. The agency attributed
60% of that loss to marketplace sellers based
outside of the UK.
Australia, meanwhile, has changed its law to force
more e-retailers to pay tax on small orders shipped
into the country. Whereas in the past orders under
AU$1,000 ($US765) did not have to pay valueadded tax, as of July 1, 2018, all online retailers
that sell at least AU$75,000 annually to Australian
consumers must add the 10% VAT.
That prompted Amazon to announce it would
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no longer allow Australians to buy from its nonAustralian sites, redirecting them instead to its
Australian site, which launched in 2017. That
produced some protests from consumers who
pointed out that Amazon.au offers only 4 million
items, compared to more than 500 million at
Amazon.com in the United States. Some also
suggested it was a way for Amazon to promote its
new Australian site.

ban its shipment to a hostile country, says Chris
Jones, executive vice president of marketing
and services at Descartes Systems Group Inc., a
technology company whose products include the
ShipRush shipping software.

Whatever Amazon’s intent, online retailers should
be prepared for governments to more closely
scrutinize cross-border shipments. That will force
companies selling internationally to either beef
up their own compliance systems or to engage
vendors with strong international capabilities.

Countries also place their own bans on what
can be shipped. For example, France does not
allow importing of animal skins, leather goods
and electronic games. UPS, FedEx and other
carriers provide detailed online resources on what
can be shipped to a given country. Any retailer
contemplating international expansion will want
to first determine that it can legally ship products
to markets it’s targeting.

Import/export restrictions
As part of the fight against terrorism, governments
also are more carefully examining cross-border
shipments as well as limiting what can be sent
to certain countries. For example, a personal
computer might fall into the “dual-use” category of
a product that could be used as part of a weapons
system, and the U.S. or other governments may
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“These regulations are getting way more complex,
and governments are going to be putting more
scrutiny on them,” Jones says.

How shipping is easier
While shipping parcels to consumers around the
world is by no means easy, it has by all accounts
gotten easier for online retailers in recent years.
That’s largely because of improved services offered
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by shipping companies, big online marketplaces
and technology providers.

night and that orders received up until 8 p.m. local
time go out the same day.

One indication of the heightened focus on
international e-commerce by shipping-related
companies was the acquisition during a frenzied
eight-month period in late 2014 and early 2015 of
three leading U.S. companies that helped online
retailers ship abroad. UPS acquired i-parcel in
October 2014, FedEx bought Bongo two months
later and in May 2015 postage-meter manufacturer
Pitney Bowes bought the biggest of the crossborder specialists, Borderfree.

What’s more, these carriers now can calculate
customs duties up front—which is important for
Mouser whose online average order is for $450 and
thus may be subject to duties—rather than having
the customer have to pay duties upon receipt.
That, Shumate says, was a “horrible experience”
for customers that Mouser no longer has to worry
about.

These and other investments made by the carriers
enable them to offer more sophisticated services to
online sellers shipping internationally, sellers say.
Mouser Electronics now can deliver parcels to
customers in most countries within two to three
days, with China taking five to six days because
of its customs clearance practices, says Hayne
Shumate, senior vice president of internet
business. He says FedEx and UPS bring aircraft
containers to the Mouser warehouse in Texas each
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Competition between the carriers also gives online
sellers an edge, he says. Mouser’s website shows
customers their shipping options, and Shumate
says it’s generally obvious which is the best carrier
for a given destination. “For example, DHL does a
great job of shipping to India, so it makes sense to
choose DHL for that country,” he says.
Big marketplaces like Amazon and Tmall also
have made shipping more convenient. Amazon,
for instance, offers a pan-European option for
Fulfillment by Amazon that enables a marketplace
seller to send goods to one location in Europe
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for sale on all five of Amazon’s European sites.
Amazon distributes the inventory to warehouses
around the region based on its prediction of
sales, and all of the seller’s goods are Primeeligible, guaranteeing free shipping to more than
100 million consumers around the world who pay
for Amazon Prime.
U.S. web-only retailer etailz is among the
marketplace sellers using FBA in Europe, and
planned to begin using the Amazon fulfillment
program in India in July 2018, says CEO Josh
Neblett. FBA also handles returns, a big plus, he
notes.
Alibaba’s Tmall also makes it easy for U.S.
sellers as its logistics affiliate, Cainiao, operates
warehouses on the east and west coasts of the U.S.
where sellers can send merchandise ordered by
customers on Tmall. Cainiao ships goods in bulk,
handles customs clearance and typically can get
parcels to Chinese consumers within a few days,
says Andreas Schulmeyer, who led the Victoria’s
Secret launch on Tmall in 2017.
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“You don’t have to worry about China logistics
or customs clearance,” he says. That means U.S.
sellers don’t need to employ personnel in China
to handle these issues, he says, though he says it’s
best to have a team on the ground to work closely
with Tmall on marketing and other issues.

Alibaba is investing
an additional

Cainiao’s services are likely to continue to
improve following Alibaba’s announcement in
June 2018 that it planned to invest an additional
$15.6 billion in the logistics network. Alibaba,
which is the majority shareholder in Cainiao, said
the investment would go to ensuring 24-hour
delivery of online orders within China as well as to
expanding Cainiao’s cross-border capabilities.

in its logistics network,
with cross-border shipping
one of the priorities.

Shipping technology
While international shipping poses a host of issues,
software can free e-retailers from having to fill out
customs forms while also calculating taxes and
the best shipping option. Wizard Industries says
shipping internationally is made much easier by
the ShipRush technology it uses from Descartes.
“When an order comes in, all the information
for customs is populated in the systems, we get
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shipping rates, pick the best rate. It’s very simple
to do,” says owner Billy Carmen.
Wizard has been expanding its international sales,
mainly via Amazon marketplaces, and Carmen
says without the ShipRush software making
fulfillment routine “we would be moving a lot
slower.”
U.S. e-retailer Ties.com uses Global Access to
calculate duties and taxes, select the best shipping
option and to track international orders in transit.
Orders arrive more quickly and, because Global
Access can negotiate favorable shipping rates
with carriers, customers pay less, says Ties.com
co-founder and CEO Omar Sayyed. The typical
shipping fee to Canada has dropped from $18 to
$10, and the savings are even greater on deliveries
to countries like the United Kingdom and Europe,
Sayyed says.

Local payments
Only about 13% of respondents to the Internet
Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey
cited payments and currency issues as a major
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obstacle to their international expansion. That
may be an indication that service providers have
addressed these issues effectively.
Global Access, for example, provides currencyconversion services through WorldPay, which
supports some 350 payment methods around the
world. That’s a big deal because customers like to
see prices in their own currencies as well as pay
in familiar ways, says Dave Nielsen, CEO of Global
Access. He says when Global Access clients began
showing prices in Australian dollars the conversion
rate of shoppers from that country increased 10%.
By increasing conversion, support of local
payment methods also lowers marketing spend,
as search engines are more likely to select bids
from advertisers with high conversion rates, says
Aaron Zagha, senior director of e-commerce,
international at Teleflora. As it builds its new
e-commerce site in Mexico, the online flower seller
plans to accept Oxxo, a service that allows Mexican
consumers, many of whom don’t have bank
accounts or credit cards, to pay for online orders in
cash at convenience stores.
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“If 20% pay online via Oxxo you’re at a 20%
disadvantage when bidding on paid search terms
because your conversion rate is going to be lower,”
Zagha says. He adds constantly updating prices
to reflect currency changes is also important
for international sellers, and major payments
companies have improved their currencyconversion services for online retailers in recent
years.
Zagha notes, however, that payment and fraudprevention costs can be higher internationally
than in the U.S. He estimates that will add 10% to
the per-transaction cost in Mexico, for instance.

Speak the language
Another added cost Teleflora faces is translation,
for example, offering a French-language site for
Quebec. He says translation and localization can
add another 5% to the costs of a transaction.
But translation can provide rapid benefits. U.S.
home goods e-retailer Wayfair reported early in
2018 that its orders to Quebec jumped to 15% of
Canadian orders from 7% after it introduced a
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French-language site and advertising in French.
Luisaviaroma, a luxury fashion e-retailer based
in Florence, Italy, employs 200 people from 15
countries to maintain its e-commerce site in eight
languages. The company’s sales, which are 95%
online, grew from $9.3 million in 2008 to nearly
$140 million in 2016.
Tech Armor, the smartphone accessories e-retailer
that generates 30% of its sales from shoppers
outside of the U.S., relies on translation services
in the roughly 40 international markets it serves
to provide “real localized translation,” says cofounder and general manager Joseph Jaconi.
He says the e-retailer uses such service bureaus
to handle the translation of marketing materials
when big phone makers introduce new models in
order to be able to go to market quickly.
Benefit Cosmetics has seen the impact of rolling
out localized websites in 42 markets over a 2-year
period beginning in 2016. That nearly doubled
the number of consumers interacting with
Benefit online, says Cindy Shen, vice president
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of global e-commerce and customer relationship
management.
“It’s very clear to us that customers are much more
engaged with local language and local content,
as it’s much more relevant to them, especially in
non-English speaking markets,” Shen says. “They
are much more comfortable learning and doing
research in their native languages, which is why
we’ll continue to roll out Benefit websites in all of
our key markets.”
Benefit has not only translated its international
websites but also launched on all of them in
January 2018 an augmented reality tool called
“Brow Try-On” that allows a consumer to upload
a photo of herself or a model to see how different
eyebrow styles would look on a face. The average
person using the tool tries on more than five
eyebrow styles and converts at a rate 80% greater
than other web visitors, Shen says.
She says the cosmetics brand is also focused on
localizing its content and marketing messages.
“We know that there isn’t a global one-size-fits-
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all message, as what resonates in each market
is different, for example, straight brows in Asia
versus bold and angular in Western markets,” she
says. “We rely heavily on our local teams to know
what is trending in that market, so we know where
to focus content creation efforts.”
Initiatives like that by this subsidiary of luxury
conglomerate LVMH are illustrative of the kind of
stepped-up investment in global e-commerce that
many larger companies are making as they see the
potential for selling effectively to the world’s web
shoppers.

Customer service on a global scale
Customer service was cited as a top-three
challenge to global e-commerce by 17% of
respondents to the Internet Retailer/GELF survey.
That made it the seventh most common issue
cited among the 17 possible answers. That it’s
not more of an issue may reflect the willingness
of consumers shopping across borders to accept
a lower level of service than they would demand
from a domestic retailer.
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Even as international e-commerce has grown to
15% of its business, Ties.com is able to interact
with most customers in English, says CEO Omar
Sayyed. “Anyone who buys from a U.S. company is
more inclined to speak English,” he says.
Other online sellers, however, are investing heavily
in providing service in customers’ own languages
and customer care channels. “We expect to see
more retailers provide superior customer service
capabilities to compete against local e-retailers,”
says Kent Allen from GELF. ”This will include
not only providing language-of-choice, but also
customer service channels-of-choice such as
social media, live chat and messaging platforms in
addition to traditional call centers.”
Tech Armor, which generates more than 30% of its
sales from shoppers outside the U.S., prioritizes
local-language customer service. Jaconi says the
retailer doesn’t enter a global market until it can
offer support in the language of that country.
That includes having speakers on staff who speak
Spanish as it’s spoken in Spain and others who
speak Latin American Spanish.
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Jaconi says Tech Armor offers strong warranties on
its smartphone accessories and free replacements
on many products, and keeps its customer service
in-house to make sure it’s done right. He says more
than half of the company’s 25 employees work in
the contact center operation.
Companies like Spreadshirt and Mouser
Electronics that operate localized e-commerce
sites tend to back up those sites with localized
customer service.
T-shirt retailer Spreadshirt handles customer
service through two call centers, one in Germany
and the other in the U.S. Return policies and
guarantees are the same across all of Spreadshirt’s
e-commerce sites, says CEO Phil Rooke. The U.S.
team includes two people who speak French and
one who speaks Spanish. A German-speaking
consumer who happened to be in North America
and called the U.S. contact center would be routed
to the European call center for help.
Having customer service employees embedded
locally is crucial for Mouser Electronics, which
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operates e-commerce sites in 63 countries, says
Mouser’s Shumate. “We knew that every time we
went into a country where we’re going to do a lot
of business we needed people who could answer
the phone at the right time of day and in the right
language,” Shumate says. When consumers have a
question, or see a translation on the website that
seems off, they’ll inevitably call the local phone
number. Shumate says having local personnel
who can understand the problem and explain it to
headquarters enables quicker fixes to any website
problems.

difference between them buying and walking
away. It’s vital.”
International consumers may well be pleasantly
surprised to find an overseas e-retailer providing
support in their own language and during local
business hours. But that costs money, and each
company will have to assess the value of providing
localized customer service based on what they sell
and the volume of orders in a given market.

Mouser sells complex electronics and customer
service is likely more crucial in a category like that
than it would be in neckties. The customer service
demands also vary by country.
Consumers in China, for example, are known
for asking a lot of questions, most often via
live chat on a website or by phone. “Customers
will call and chat, asking questions sometimes
for 20 minutes or more before committing to a
purchase,” says U.K. digital marketing consultancy
Smart Insights. “Your customer care team is the
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Many retailers are
surmounting the challenges
posed by international
e-commerce, building a
significant lead over laggards.
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International e-commerce takes work,
but it can yield significant revenue for
brands and retailers that have the kind
of products global shoppers want. And
those that got into the game earliest
appear to be gaining an edge that rivals
may struggle to overcome.
One sign of the gains made by early
entrants: Those that have been selling
the longest are reporting the strongest
online growth, 3.56 on a scale of 1-5
(with 5 being the highest growth and 1
the lowest.) That compares to 3.33 for
those selling internationally less than
a year and 3.25 for those with one to
three years of experiencing in global
e-commerce, according to the survey
by Internet Retailer and the Global
E-Commerce Leaders Forum.
Those that are selling online outside of
their home country are gaining valuable
information about how to overcome
the obstacles to selling internationally.
And they’re gaining those insights
as consumers, year by year, become

more comfortable shopping online,
including on websites outside their own
countries.

EXPERIENCE PAYS OFF

“These iterations are hugely valuable for
a data-driven retailer to get under their
belt,” says Okamura of GELF. “While we
are still in the stage of ‘all boats rising’
in many growth international markets,
this will evolve to much more of a
market share battle, and so the more
experience a retailer has, the better they
are positioned to capture greater share.
At a minimum, if they learn from their
mistakes, they’ll deploy their resources
more efficiently.”

Less than one year 3.33

Allen from GELF adds, “Retailers that
are still on the fence about investing
in international e-commerce need to
think long and hard about continuing to
sit and wait. Before they know it, they
will be watching their brand partners
sell direct to consumer in fast-growing
markets while a new generation of
digital/global-first retail brands leaps
ahead of them”

Growth index of retailers selling
internationally by tenure

One to three years 3.25
Three to five years 3.44
More than five years 3.56
Source: Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey,
April-June 2018
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There are, of course, obstacles to global
e-commerce. Our survey suggests that fulfillment
is the No. 1 pain point followed closely by
government regulations that vary from one
country to the next.
But the good news is the growth in online
shopping across borders is leading both delivery
services and other kinds of vendors to invest in
improving their services. That is allowing even
small companies, such as Butler Luxury and
Ties.com, to generate significant growth from
online sales from their own websites.
Meanwhile, the big online marketplaces that
now account for more than half of global online
purchases are rapidly making it easier for retailers
and brands to sell to consumers in many countries.
Their services increasingly include marketing,
regulatory assistance and fulfillment.
Establishing e-commerce sites in other countries
remains the most capital-intensive option. But it’s
not so expensive that it’s only limited to the largest
retailers and brands.
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In fact, many companies are selling through all
the three main channels of global e-commerce:
taking orders for overseas delivery on their
domestic websites, via online marketplaces
and by establishing their own websites in other
countries. Among them are midsized e-retailers
Babyhaven.com and Spreadshirt, whose
international initiatives are highlighted in this
report.
Those companies, however, are in the vanguard
of retailers and brands in terms of international
e-commerce, and the Internet Retailer/GELF survey
makes clear that many companies are well behind.
Among survey respondents, 24% said they were
still in the early stages of studying international
e-commerce and 21% are focusing on select
markets. But 41% agreed that “international
e-commerce is one of our company’s top initiatives
and we are devoting resources to have a superior
customer experience in all of our key markets.”
That’s a significant segment of retailers investing
in winning the loyalty of global online shoppers,
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41%

Percentage of survey
respondents who agree that
‘international e-commerce
is one of our company’s top
initiatives.’
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and gaining an edge that laggards may struggle to
overcome.

translation. Consumers in each country use
specific terms, have their own expectations
about customer service and promotions, and
want to pay in familiar ways. Peak shopping
holidays also vary from one country to another.

Key takeaways
How should a retailer or brand evaluate its
international e-commerce opportunities? Here are
some key takeaways:
l

l

Assess your brand equity and the demand
for your products in global markets, and the
competitive landscape in key countries to
determine your international prospects and the
markets to prioritize.
l

l

l

l
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Pay close attention to local regulations. That
includes customs duties, taxes, customer
data rules, and any limitations on selling or
marketing your products.
Investigate the growing array of technology
and service providers, including major delivery
services, that can make it easier to sell to online
shoppers overseas.
Understand that localization means more than

l

Generating consumer demand varies
significantly by country. Retailers expanding
abroad likely will have to find partners with
local marketing expertise or hire in-country
personnel to handle search engine, social media
and other forms of marketing in new markets.
Online marketplaces can be relatively easy entry
points to foreign markets. Many consumers
shop there, and big marketplace operators
offer an array of services. But keep in mind
that marketplaces don’t provide the data
about customer behavior you get on your own
website and may limit your ability to remarket
to customers.
Operating localized websites in foreign
countries typically requires hiring in-country
personnel and putting inventory into the region.
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Retailers that have unique or well-known
products that shoppers want are generating
significant sales from their global sites.
l

The hurdles are high enough that many of
your competitors are holding back, even as
international e-commerce becomes easier to
enter. Especially for companies with coveted
brands or products not widely available, global
e-commerce could provide a world of opportunity.

THE LONG-TERM OUTLOOK

What is your company’s strategic approach to international
e-commerce for the next three to five years?

A top initiative drawing significant resources in all key markets 41.4%
Early stages of defining the opportunity 24.1%
Investing in e-commerce in select markets 20.7%
Keeping our focus on domestic e-commerce 6.9%
Studying impact of e-commerce on existing distribution 6.9%
Source: Internet Retailer/Global E-Commerce Leaders Forum survey, April-June 2018
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1 iHerb Inc.

85.10%

Health/Beauty

21 Burton

55.57%

Sporting Goods

2 Amway

83.85%

Health/Beauty

22 Eminent Inc.

55.50%

Apparel/Accessories

3 Pro:Direct

79.62%

Sporting Goods

23 Crucial Technology

55.30%

Computers/Electronics

4 Diesel

78.15%

Apparel/Accessories

24 Ultimate Ears

54.84%

Computers/Electronics

5 Ross-Tech LLC

76.72%

Computers/Electronics

25 Harman International Industries Inc.

53.67%

Computers/Electronics

6 BabyHaven.com Inc.

76.40%

Specialty

26 Mouser Electronics Inc.

53.66%

Computers/Electronics

7 Deckers Brands

70.30%

Apparel/Accessories

27 Nixon Inc.

52.80%

Jewelry

8 Google Play

70.20%

Books/Music/Video

28 Nike Inc.

52.50%

Apparel/Accessories

9 CD Universe

65.11%

Books/Music/Video

29 Essilor

51.97%

Health/Beauty

10 Agent Provocateur Ltd.

64.76%

Apparel/Accessories

30 Audio-Technica U.S. Inc.

51.62%

Computers/Electronics

11 GoPro Inc.

64.10%

Computers/Electronics

31 OMEGA Engineering Inc.

50.83%

Specialty

12 SparkFun Electronics Inc.

60.80%

Computers/Electronics

32 Threadless.com

50.40%

Apparel/Accessories

13 ClickBank

60.58%

Books/Music/Video

33 Jomashop.com

50.30%

Jewelry

14 Ashford.com

60.20%

Jewelry

34 Viral Style

49.27%

Apparel/Accessories

15 Apple Inc.

60.00%

Books/Music/Video

35 Better World Books

49.08%

Books/Music/Video

16 RobotShop Inc.

59.96%

Computers/Electronics

36 Sheet Music Plus LLC

48.60%

Books/Music/Video

17 Suitsupply

59.43%

Apparel/Accessories

37 Tennis Warehouse

48.24%

Sporting Goods

18 Dell Inc.

58.93%

Computers/Electronics

38 Levi Strauss & Co.

47.90%

Apparel/Accessories

19 Plantronics Inc.

57.43%

Computers/Electronics

39 Belkin International Inc.

45.90%

Computers/Electronics

20 Barcodes Inc.

55.65%

Office Supplies

40 Casetify

45.64%

Computers/Electronics
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41 Fossil Inc.

45.50%

Jewelry

59 Saber Forge

39.24%

Toys/Hobbies

42 Digi-Key Electronics

45.34%

Computers/Electronics

60 Jameco

38.92%

Computers/Electronics

43 Fine Art America

45.00%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

61 The Estee Lauder Cos. Inc.

38.89%

Health/Beauty

44 FashionMia Inc.

44.25%

Apparel/Accessories

62 Outdoor Network

38.80%

Sporting Goods

45 Billabong

44.24%

Apparel/Accessories

63 Jaybird

38.60%

Computers/Electronics

46 Market America l Shop.com

43.83%

Mass Merchant

64 Ralph Lauren Media LLC

38.31%

Apparel/Accessories

47 Carter’s Inc.

43.80%

Apparel/Accessories

65 THINX Inc.

38.21%

Apparel/Accessories

48 Beauty Encounter Inc.

43.50%

Health/Beauty

66 Rebel Circus

38.03%

Apparel/Accessories

49 Moda Operandi Inc.

43.45%

Apparel/Accessories

67 AMain Hobbies

37.70%

Toys/Hobbies

50 Hodinkee Inc.

43.10%

Jewelry

68 BTO Sports

37.60%

Sporting Goods

51 Shark Robot LLC

42.44%

Mass Merchant

69 EliteFTS.com

37.59%

Sporting Goods

52 Heels.com

41.60%

Apparel/Accessories

70 Stewart-MacDonald

37.56%

Books/Music/Video

53 Teespring Inc.

41.54%

Apparel/Accessories

71 Turntable Lab

37.50%

Computers/Electronics

54 Skechers USA Inc.

41.49%

Apparel/Accessories

72 ShopAndroid

37.17%

Computers/Electronics

55 Paula’s Choice LLC

40.55%

Health/Beauty

73 Jeffree Star Cosmetics

37.13%

Health/Beauty

T-56 Loot Crate Inc.

39.81%

Toys/Hobbies

74 Urban Outfitters Inc.

37.10%

Apparel/Accessories

T-56 MatterHackers Inc.

39.81%

Computers/Electronics

75 Etsy Inc.

36.90%

Mass Merchant

39.58%

Jewelry

76 DrJays.com

36.60%

Apparel/Accessories

58 Island Watch

Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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77 World Wrestling Entertainment Inc.

36.40%

Apparel/Accessories

95 Alibris Inc.

33.08%

Books/Music/Video

78 “Diane von Furstenberg Studio, LLC”

36.00%

Apparel/Accessories

96 GoldSilver LLC

33.01%

Toys/Hobbies

79 Aleph Objects Inc.

35.97%

Computers/Electronics

97 CampSaver LLC

33.00%

Sporting Goods

80 Painful Pleasures Inc.

35.82%

Jewelry

98 Daily Burn

32.75%

Books/Music/Video

81 Schiit Audio

35.24%

Computers/Electronics

99 KultofAthena.com

32.68%

Toys/Hobbies

82 My Goods

35.10%

Computers/Electronics

100 GetFPV.com

32.58%

Computers/Electronics

83 Lancaster Archery Supply Inc.

34.95%

Sporting Goods

101 Skullcandy Inc.

32.34%

Computers/Electronics

84 Tapestry

34.50%

Apparel/Accessories

102 evo

32.30%

Sporting Goods

85 Ultra Sabers LLC

34.22%

Toys/Hobbies

103 Bob’s Watches

32.10%

Jewelry

86 BH Cosmetics Inc.

34.10%

Health/Beauty

104 TheCubicle.us

32.01%

Office Supplies

87 Bose Corp.

34.00%

Computers/Electronics

105 Groupon Goods

32.00%

Mass Merchant

88 Rebecca Minkoff

33.94%

Apparel/Accessories

106 Summit Sports LLC

31.80%

Sporting Goods

T-89 Fitbit Inc.

33.90%

Sporting Goods

107 Blue Nile Inc.

31.70%

Jewelry

T-89 Tarte Inc.

33.90%

Health/Beauty

108 Essential Products Inc.

31.66%

Computers/Electronics

91 Herman Miller Inc.

33.78%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

109 Worn & Wound Shop

31.51%

Jewelry

92 NBA Media Ventures LLC

33.60%

Apparel/Accessories

110 Art.com Inc.

31.50%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

93 B&H Foto & Electronics Corp.

33.50%

Computers/Electronics

111 Sounds True Inc.

31.36%

Books/Music/Video

94 Tactics Board Shop

33.24%

Sporting Goods

112 Tiffany & Co.

31.20%

Jewelry
Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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113 Casper

30.72%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-131 5.11 Inc.

28.60%

Apparel/Accessories

114 Luna Cycle LLC

30.68%

Sporting Goods

T-131 Forever 21

28.60%

Apparel/Accessories

115 Flight Club

30.61%

Apparel/Accessories

28.56%

Books/Music/Video

116 Claire’s Stores Inc.

30.50%

Jewelry

T-134 Abercrombie & Fitch Co.

28.50%

Apparel/Accessories

117 Yandy LLC

30.30%

Apparel/Accessories

T-134 iStores Inc.

28.50%

Mass Merchant

118 M3D LLC

30.25%

Computers/Electronics

T-134 New Balance Athletics Inc.

28.50%

Apparel/Accessories

119 Databazaar.com

30.20%

Office Supplies

137 Foot Locker Inc.

28.40%

Apparel/Accessories

120 Procter & Gamble

29.98%

Specialty

138 The Gymboree Corp.

28.20%

Apparel/Accessories

T-121 Allparts Music Corp.

29.93%

Books/Music/Video

139 Richline Group

28.19%

Jewelry

T-121 Howard Korn & KnifeCenter Inc.

29.93%

Specialty

140 JetPens.com

28.03%

Office Supplies

123 MotoSport LLC

29.89%

Toys/Hobbies

141 Zazzle Inc.

28.00%

Mass Merchant

124 RevZilla Motorsports LLC

29.50%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

T-142 Amazon.com Inc.

27.90%

Mass Merchant

125 Samsonite International S.A

29.24%

Apparel/Accessories

T-142 Ties.com

27.90%

Apparel/Accessories

126 Sportbike Track Gear

29.20%

Sporting Goods

144 Entertainment Earth Inc.

27.80%

Toys/Hobbies

127 Musician’s Friend Inc.

28.99%

Specialty

145 Keen

27.65%

Apparel/Accessories

128 BlackLapel.com

28.72%

Apparel/Accessories

146 The Discovery Channel Store Inc.

27.50%

Books/Music/Video

129 BigBadToyStore Inc.

28.66%

Toys/Hobbies

T-147 Under Armour Inc.

27.42%

Apparel/Accessories

130 Allied Electronics

28.61%

Computers/Electronics

T-147 VaporDNA.com

27.42%

Specialty

133 Vintage King Audio

Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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T-149 Black Diamond Equipment Ltd.

27.30%

Apparel/Accessories

167 Qurate

24.00%

Mass Merchant

T-149 Sonic Electronix Inc.

27.30%

Computers/Electronics

168 Chef Knives To Go

23.96%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

151 ECS Tuning

27.29%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

169 eForCity Corp.

23.90%

Computers/Electronics

152 Benq America Corp.

27.09%

Computers/Electronics

170 HP Home & Home Office Store

23.80%

Computers/Electronics

153 HalloweenCostumes.com

26.90%

Apparel/Accessories

171 Tom Bihn

23.78%

Apparel/Accessories

154 Premier Farnell Co.

26.73%

Computers/Electronics

172 e.l.f. Cosmetics Inc.

23.73%

Health/Beauty

155 PrimeStyle

26.58%

Jewelry

173 Nine West Holdings Inc.

23.70%

Apparel/Accessories

156 Wolverine Worldwide Inc.

26.40%

Apparel/Accessories

174 Need Supply Co.

23.38%

Apparel/Accessories

T-157 National Geographic Society

25.60%

Specialty

175 Online Labels Inc.

23.24%

Office Supplies

T-157 VF Corp.

25.60%

Apparel/Accessories

176 Provantage LLC

23.06%

Computers/Electronics

159 Hobbico

25.49%

Toys/Hobbies

177 Columbia Sportswear Co.

23.04%

Apparel/Accessories

160 Airsoft GI

25.32%

Sporting Goods

178 Aéropostale Inc.

22.80%

Apparel/Accessories

161 Skagen Denmark Ltd.

25.30%

Jewelry

179 MarineEngine.com Inc.

22.72%

Sporting Goods

162 BHFO Inc.

25.20%

Apparel/Accessories

180 Steve Madden

22.56%

Apparel/Accessories

163 The Great Courses

25.09%

Books/Music/Video

181 Hips & Curves

22.10%

Apparel/Accessories

164 eCommerce Outdoors

24.90%

Sporting Goods

182 Steve Spangler Science

22.09%

Toys/Hobbies

165 ElementVape

24.68%

Specialty

183 Running Warehouse

22.02%

Apparel/Accessories

166 CookiesKids.com

24.10%

Apparel/Accessories

184 Bodyartforms LLC

21.84%

Jewelry
Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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185 The Walt Disney Company Ltd.

21.60%

Specialty

T-203 Godiva Chocolatier Inc.

19.70%

Food/Drug

186 Barneys New York Inc.

21.00%

Apparel/Accessories

T-203 Tile Inc.

19.70%

Specialty

187 VMR Products LLC

20.97%

Specialty

205 L Brands Inc.

19.63%

Apparel/Accessories

188 Skinit Acquisition LLC

20.88%

Office Supplies

206 AC Lens

19.60%

Health/Beauty

189 Powell’s Books Inc.

20.80%

Books/Music/Video

207 VapeWild.com

19.59%

Specialty

190 Patagonia

20.50%

Apparel/Accessories

208 iRobot Corp.

19.41%

Hardware/Home Improvement

191 DirectVapor

20.43%

Specialty

209 Black & Decker Inc.

19.33%

Hardware/Home Improvement

192 Timbuk2

20.37%

Apparel/Accessories

T-210 BikeBandit.com

19.20%

Sporting Goods

193 CDW Corp.

20.27%

Computers/Electronics

T-210 Occasion Brands LLC

19.20%

Apparel/Accessories

194 SurfStitch

20.20%

Apparel/Accessories

19.14%

Sporting Goods

195 Varidesk

20.18%

Office Supplies

T-213 Benchmade Knife Co. Inc.

19.10%

Sporting Goods

196 Fashion Nova

20.14%

Apparel/Accessories

T-213 FoodSaver.com

19.10%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

197 Dan’s Comp

20.06%

Sporting Goods

215 Movie Mars Inc.

19.00%

Books/Music/Video

T-198 Michael Kors Holdings Ltd.

20.00%

Apparel/Accessories

216 Newegg Inc.

18.94%

Computers/Electronics

T-198 Walmart Inc.

20.00%

Mass Merchant

T-217 BCBG Max Azria Group LLC

18.80%

Apparel/Accessories

200 Crown & Caliber LLC

19.97%

Jewelry

T-217 StackCommerce

18.80%

Computers/Electronics

201 Oster.com

19.92%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-217 The Children’s Place

18.80%

Apparel/Accessories

202 National Football League

19.80%

Apparel/Accessories

220 Elderly Instruments

18.68%

Books/Music/Video

212 Backcountry.com

Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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221 Rag & Bone

18.37%

Apparel/Accessories

239 Cool Stuff Inc.

16.45%

Toys/Hobbies

222 Kellyco Metal Detectors

18.30%

Computers/Electronics

240 Andra Group L.P.

16.38%

Apparel/Accessories

223 Leatherman Tool Group Inc.

17.85%

Sporting Goods

241 Brooks Brothers

16.20%

Apparel/Accessories

224 Otter Products LLC

17.75%

Specialty

242 Bare Necessities

16.10%

Apparel/Accessories

225 Calendar Holdings LLC

17.70%

Flowers/Gifts

243 Zier Inc.

16.01%

Apparel/Accessories

226 Birchbox Inc.

17.59%

Health/Beauty

244 BuyAutoParts.com

16.00%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

T-227 BlissWorld Inc.

17.49%

Health/Beauty

245 UnbeatableSale.com Inc.

15.90%

Mass Merchant

T-227 Govberg Jewelers

17.49%

Jewelry

246 Proper Cloth

15.41%

Apparel/Accessories

229 J.W. Pepper & Son Inc.

17.41%

Books/Music/Video

247 Ritani LLC

15.30%

Jewelry

230 W.W. Grainger Inc.

17.40%

Hardware/Home Improvement

248 Hasbro

15.23%

Toys/Hobbies

231 Saddleback Leather Co.

17.22%

Apparel/Accessories

249 Crocs Inc.

15.10%

Apparel/Accessories

232 Citizen Watch Company of America Inc.

17.17%

Jewelry

250 InfoWars Store

15.02%

Health/Beauty

233 Unique Vintage

17.04%

Apparel/Accessories

251 Tipsy Elves LLC

15.00%

Apparel/Accessories

234 TOMS Shoes LLC

16.90%

Apparel/Accessories

252 Bodycandy.com

14.84%

Jewelry

235 ShopJimmy.com LLC

16.70%

Computers/Electronics

253 Neiman Marcus

14.80%

Apparel/Accessories

236 Bramble Berry Inc.

16.63%

Specialty

T-254 Ashley Stewart Inc.

14.60%

Apparel/Accessories

237 Spanx Inc.

16.60%

Apparel/Accessories

T-254 Zumiez Inc.

14.60%

Apparel/Accessories

238 Shoptiques Inc.

16.58%

Apparel/Accessories

14.46%

Apparel/Accessories

256 Kenneth Cole

Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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T-257 Fat Brain Toys LLC

14.40%

Toys/Hobbies

T-275 BaubleBar Inc.

12.90%

Jewelry

T-257 Smarthome Inc.

14.40%

Computers/Electronics

T-275 Tobi.com LLC

12.90%

Apparel/Accessories

14.37%

Apparel/Accessories

277 OvernightPrints.com

12.75%

Office Supplies

T-260 Char-Broil LLC

14.30%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

278 The Men’s Wearhouse Inc.

12.66%

Apparel/Accessories

T-260 Fanatics Inc.

14.30%

Apparel/Accessories

279 Adorama Camera Inc.

12.63%

Computers/Electronics

262 Cutlery and More LLC

14.27%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

280 PropertyRoom.com Inc.

12.59%

Specialty

263 DeepDiscount.com

14.20%

Books/Music/Video

281 PureFormulas.com

12.50%

Health/Beauty

264 Dollar Shave Club

14.19%

Health/Beauty

282 Plant Delights Nursery Inc.

12.33%

Flowers/Gifts

265 Super Bright LEDs Inc.

14.14%

Hardware/Home Improvement

283 Christianbook.com LLC

12.30%

Books/Music/Video

T-266 Hot Topic Inc.

14.10%

Apparel/Accessories

284 APMEX Inc.

12.28%

Specialty

T-266 Webycorp Inc.

14.10%

Specialty

285 JerrysArtarama.com

12.19%

Toys/Hobbies

T-268 AED Superstore

13.90%

Specialty

286 Costco Wholesale Corp.

12.10%

Mass Merchant

T-268 Tory Burch LLC

13.90%

Apparel/Accessories

287 Shoes For Crews LLC

12.08%

Apparel/Accessories

270 Toys ‘R’ Us Inc.

13.89%

Toys/Hobbies

288 Ice.com

11.94%

Jewelry

271 Pura Vida Bracelets

13.83%

Jewelry

289 MeUndies

11.90%

Apparel/Accessories

272 TJX Cos. Inc.

13.70%

Apparel/Accessories

290 Concept2 Inc.

11.61%

Sporting Goods

273 Crutchfield Corp.

13.64%

Computers/Electronics

291 Brookstone Inc.

11.60%

Computers/Electronics

274 Rad Power Bikes

13.23%

Sporting Goods

292 TABcom LLC

11.50%

Specialty

259 J. Crew Group Inc.

Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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293 42nd Street Photo

11.47%

Computers/Electronics

311 Nordstrom Inc.

10.90%

Apparel/Accessories

294 SD Wheel Corp.

11.40%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

312 GNC Holdings Inc.

10.86%

Health/Beauty

295 KEH Inc.

11.39%

Computers/Electronics

313 ShopLadder

10.80%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

296 The House

11.31%

Sporting Goods

T-314 LuLu’s Fashion Lounge Inc.

10.60%

Apparel/Accessories

T-297 Original Parts Group Inc.

11.30%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

T-314 Shinola

10.60%

Specialty

T-297 The Orvis Co. Inc.

11.30%

Apparel/Accessories

T-314 Speedway Motors Inc.

10.60%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

299 REI

11.26%

Sporting Goods

T-314 The Clymb

10.60%

Apparel/Accessories

300 GoNoodle

11.23%

Toys/Hobbies

318 Lee Valley Tools Ltd. and Veritas Tools Inc.

10.34%

Hardware/Home Improvement

301 Peruvian Connection Ltd.

11.21%

Apparel/Accessories

319 SHI International Corp.

10.32%

Computers/Electronics

T-302 National Hockey League

11.20%

Apparel/Accessories

320 RugStudio.com

10.30%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-302 Rockler Companies Inc.

11.20%

Hardware/Home Improvement

T-321 David’s Bridal Inc.

10.20%

Apparel/Accessories

304 Avery Products Corp.

11.18%

Office Supplies

T-321 Pacific Sunwear of California Inc.

10.20%

Apparel/Accessories

T-305 Party City Holdings

11.10%

Flowers/Gifts

323 Ascena Retail Group

10.19%

Apparel/Accessories

T-305 Perry Ellis International

11.10%

Apparel/Accessories

324 Summit Racing Equipment

10.10%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

T-305 Working Person’s Enterprises Inc.

11.10%

Apparel/Accessories

325 Cimpress NV

10.04%

Office Supplies

11.01%

Apparel/Accessories

T-326 MyOTCstore.com

10.00%

Food/Drug

T-309 OpticsPlanet Inc.

11.00%

Sporting Goods

T-326 Wine Enthusiast Cos.

10.00%

Food/Drug

T-309 Ulta Beauty

11.00%

Health/Beauty

308 Genesco Inc.

328 Warby Parker

9.82%

Health/Beauty
Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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329 American Eagle

9.80%

Apparel/Accessories

347 Zenni Optical Inc.

8.67%

Health/Beauty

330 Restoration Hardware

9.72%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

348 A’Gaci LLC

8.55%

Apparel/Accessories

331 Betabrand Inc.

9.70%

Apparel/Accessories

349 Spiraledge

8.50%

Apparel/Accessories

332 Windsor Inc.

9.60%

Apparel/Accessories

350 Williams-Sonoma Inc.

8.48%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

333 The Frye Company

9.49%

Apparel/Accessories

351 King Arthur Flour Co. Inc.

8.40%

Food/Drug

334 RueLaLa.com

9.40%

Apparel/Accessories

352 Grizzly Industrial Inc.

8.34%

Hardware/Home Improvement

335 Glossier Inc.

9.33%

Health/Beauty

353 Global Golf

8.33%

Sporting Goods

336 Gap Inc.

9.30%

Apparel/Accessories

8.30%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

337 PCLiquidations.com

9.22%

Computers/Electronics

355 Minted LLC

8.30%

Flowers/Gifts

338 Discount Dance Supply

9.10%

Apparel/Accessories

356 Sports Endeavors Inc.

8.28%

Sporting Goods

339 Swanson Vitamins

9.05%

Health/Beauty

357 Shutterfly Inc.

8.23%

Flowers/Gifts

340 Smoke Cartel

8.99%

Specialty

T-358 Away

8.20%

Apparel/Accessories

341 LA Police Gear Inc.

8.92%

Apparel/Accessories

T-358 FTD

8.20%

Flowers/Gifts

342 Scentsy Inc.

8.86%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-358 Jack’s Small Engine & Generator Service LLC 8.20%

Hardware/Home Improvement

343 Balsam Brands

8.85%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-361 1-800-Flowers.com Inc.

8.10%

Flowers/Gifts

344 JackThreads Inc.

8.80%

Apparel/Accessories

T-361 Overstock.com Inc.

8.10%

Mass Merchant

345 Tackle Warehouse LLC

8.77%

Sporting Goods

T-363 Brooklinen

8.07%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

346 Snap-on Inc.

8.70%

Hardware/Home Improvement

T-363 Oriental Trading Co.

8.07%

Flowers/Gifts

T-354 JEGS High Performance Inc.

Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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T-365 AAFES

8.00%

Mass Merchant

T-365 Nuts.com

8.00%

Food/Drug

T-365 ThriftBooks Global LLC

8.00%

Books/Music/Video

368 Shoplet.com

7.92%

Office Supplies

369 Coolibar Inc.

7.80%

Apparel/Accessories

370 Z Gallerie LLC

7.77%

371 Office Depot Inc.

Merchandise Category

			
			
Rank Company

Merchandise Category

7.10%

Food/Drug

7.05%

Office Supplies

T-385 Leesa Sleep LLC

6.90%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-385 Turn5 Inc.

6.90%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

387 Performance Bicycle

6.70%

Sporting Goods

Housewares/Home Furnishings

388 Tech for Less LLC

6.60%

Computers/Electronics

7.61%

Office Supplies

389 United States Mint

6.56%

Specialty

372 eSalon.com LLC

7.52%

Health/Beauty

390 Express Inc.

6.50%

Apparel/Accessories

373 The Buckle Inc.

7.50%

Apparel/Accessories

391 Lands’ End

6.41%

Apparel/Accessories

374 Vitamix

7.42%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

392 DiscountRamps.com LLC

6.40%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

375 Forever Co.

7.40%

Jewelry

393 Kuiu

6.32%

Apparel/Accessories

T-376 Dover Saddlery Inc.

7.30%

Specialty

394 bebe stores Inc.

6.30%

Apparel/Accessories

T-376 Eileen Fisher Inc.

7.30%

Apparel/Accessories

T-395 Cyberweld

6.20%

Hardware/Home Improvement

T-376 Guess Inc.

7.30%

Apparel/Accessories

T-395 Macy’s Inc.

6.20%

Apparel/Accessories

379 Lehman Hardware & Appliances Inc.

7.20%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-395 Vitamin Shoppe Industries Inc.

6.20%

Health/Beauty

380 Brownells Inc.

7.17%

Sporting Goods

398 Brilliant Earth LLC

6.14%

Jewelry

381 Her Imports

7.15%

Health/Beauty

399 WeatherTech Direct LLC

6.07%

Automotive Parts/Accessories

7.10%

Health/Beauty

400 Sears Hometown/Outlets

6.06%

Hardware/Home Improvement

T-382 FragranceNet.com Inc.

T-382 K&L Wine Merchants

% of 2017
Web Sales from
Outside North America

384 Staples Inc.

Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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5.97%

Hardware/Home Improvement

T-402 iBuyOfficeSupply

5.90%

Office Supplies

T-402 The Container Store Inc.

5.90%

T-402 West Marine Products
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4.64%

Flowers/Gifts

T-420 Destination XL Group Inc.

4.60%

Apparel/Accessories

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-420 Dungarees LLC

4.60%

Apparel/Accessories

5.90%

Sporting Goods

T-420 Lafayette 148 New York

4.60%

Apparel/Accessories

T-405 Bellacor Inc.

5.60%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-423 L.L. Bean Inc.

4.55%

Apparel/Accessories

T-405 MLB Advanced Media

5.60%

Apparel/Accessories

T-423 Northern Tool & Equipment

4.55%

Hardware/Home Improvement

T-405 Luxury Brand Holdings

5.60%

Jewelry

425 ZAGG Intellectual Property Holding Co.

4.53%

Computers/Electronics

408 Sears Holdings Corp.

5.52%

Mass Merchant

426 Keurig Green Mountain Inc.

4.48%

Food/Drug

409 CafePress Inc.

5.40%

Mass Merchant

427 Eddie Bauer LLC

4.40%

Apparel/Accessories

410 CabinetParts.com

5.22%

Hardware/Home Improvement

428 TechStyle Fashion Group

4.33%

Apparel/Accessories

411 Natchez Shooters Supplies

5.15%

Sporting Goods

429 Bass Pro Shops

4.32%

Sporting Goods

412 Hanna Andersson Corp.

5.00%

Apparel/Accessories

430 GlassesUSA LLC

4.30%

Health/Beauty

T-413 Boot Barn Inc.

4.80%

Apparel/Accessories

431 Chico’s FAS Inc.

4.26%

Apparel/Accessories

T-413 GiftTree

4.80%

Flowers/Gifts

432 American Floor Mats

4.18%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-413 Touch of Class

4.80%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

433 Sur La Table Inc.

4.10%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

4.76%

Apparel/Accessories

434 Bombas

4.09%

Apparel/Accessories

T-417 Target Corp.

4.70%

Mass Merchant

435 Golfballs.com Inc.

4.00%

Sporting Goods

T-417 Tilly’s Inc.

4.70%

Apparel/Accessories

436 Bed Bath & Beyond Inc.

3.93%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

416 J.C. Penney Co. Inc.

419 Monrovia

% of 2017
Web Sales from
Outside North America

Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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437 JJ Buckley Fine Wines

3.90%

Food/Drug

444 Bulk Apothecary

3.61%

Health/Beauty

438 Ulla Popken GmbH

3.88%

Apparel/Accessories

445 Qalo

3.60%

Jewelry

439 The Talbots Inc.

3.86%

Apparel/Accessories

446 Aquasana Inc.

3.56%

Hardware/Home Improvement

440 Third Love

3.81%

Apparel/Accessories

T-447 Full Source LLC

3.50%

Office Supplies

441 Improvements

3.77%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

T-447 Gander Mountain

3.50%

Sporting Goods

442 Follett Higher Education

3.67%

Books/Music/Video

T-447 Paul Fredrick

3.50%

Apparel/Accessories

443 Pampered Chef

3.65%

Housewares/Home Furnishings

450 Dillard’s Inc.

3.40%

Mass Merchant

Source: Internet Retailer, company reports. T = Tie.
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eShopWorld is the global eCommerce partner
to many of the world’s most iconic brands.
Our direct to consumer eCommerce platform
leverages a brand’s existing online store to drive crossborder sales growth and
international expansion, while protecting and enhancing the brand experience
at every touchpoint on the shopper journey. Combining technology, expertise
and a global infrastructure, we optimize every element of the crossborder
shopping experience. From customer acquisition to market entry strategy,
local payments to returns, we take the pain out of international eCommerce,
enabling brands to Sell Global, Feel LocalTM.
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We deliver more. At FedEx, we deliver more than
packages. We deliver joy during the holidays. We
deliver hope to survivors of natural disasters. We
deliver expanded potential for growth and jobs by helping businesses reach
new markets.
Customers count on our diverse portfolio of transportation, e-commerce,
and business solutions. Our networks reach more than 220 countries and
territories, linking more than 99 percent of the world’s GDP.
Connecting people with goods, services, ideas and technologies creates
opportunities that fuel innovation, energize businesses and lift communities to
higher standards of living.
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At Internet Retailer Research our goal is to provide data and information about e-commerce that helps retail
companies, investors and technology providers prosper.
The team tracks hundreds of metrics on roughly 6,000 online retail companies around the world, including
such sought-after data points as web sales and traffic, conversion rates, average order value and key
technology partners used to power their e-commerce businesses. We sell this data in its raw format in
our multiple online databases, and we dig deeply into these numbers to help inform our 30+ exclusive
analysis reports we publish each year on key e-commerce topics, including online marketplaces, crossborder e-commerce and omnichannel retailing. In-depth, data-focused reports are also available on key
categories of online retail like apparel, housewares, food and luxury. We also have a robust custom research
department, which provides tailored research products—in-depth reports, exclusive surveys, raw data pulls
and other products—for top retail companies, consultants, financial analysts and technology companies.
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